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Advisors: David M. Admiraal and Trenton E. Franz 
The primary goal of this dissertation was to leverage the capabilities of remote 
sensing technology for capturing detailed spatial information at different spatial resolutions 
to monitor agricultural crops and generate accurate input datasets for water resources 
models. This dissertation is divided into three different research studies. In the first study, 
a remote sensing classification method was developed for classifying irrigated and non-
irrigated fields that integrates Vegetation indices with surface energy balance fluxes. The 
method was applied in the COHYST2010 hydrological model region with wide climate 
variation and to multiple growing seasons with results that were 92.1% accurate and 
explained 97% variation in National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) county 
irrigation statistics. In the second study, a new method was developed (referred to as 
“footprint method”) of re-projecting Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) satellite images that preserves the geometric orientation and size of satellite 
sensor pixels. It properly represents satellite sensor pixel orientations in fields, and 
eliminates artifacts introduced by conventional processing methods. Statistical results of 
field comparison in AmeriFlux experimental fields US-Ne1 and US-Ne2 based on Leaf 
Area Index (LAI) equation of Myneni eat al. showed improvement in LAI estimation when 
the footprint method was applied with reduced RMSE by 16.05%, ubRMSE by 26.25%, 
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and nRMSE by 16.1% in average. On the contrary, the results of statistical analysis of 
MODIS Green LAI estimates based on Green LAI equation of Viña et al. does not support 
this conclusion. A third study explored the potential opportunities and benefits of utilizing 
gridded precipitation data, which is the combination of remotely sensed and weather 
stations precipitation data with more detailed spatial variability in water resources models. 
This study explored differences in spatial patterns between precipitation and recharge maps 
generated by interpolating data from weather stations and maps generated by gridded 
method. The percentage difference in annual average precipitation volume over 16 million 
acres of the Republican River basin area was around 14%. In a sensitivity analysis of 
precipitation in the watershed model, the effects of same rates of precipitation were found 
to be different for different types of soils, crops, and irrigation settings.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Problem Statement 
Although 71% of the earth’s surface is covered with water, only 2.5% is fresh water. 
Since 1.7% is in the form of glaciers and polar ice caps, only 0.8% is readily available for 
use [1]. As the population of the world is rapidly growing and is projected to reach over 
nine billion by the year 2050, there is a need to efficiently manage water resources so that 
there is a sustainable balance between fresh water demands and water availability. 
However, water resources assessments of the last two decades have made it clear that the 
challenges that we face in the field of water resources are ever increasing. Due to natural 
and human induced stresses in the environment, there is a risk of depletion of the water 
resources on which humans are highly dependent. 
The projected impact of climate change on agriculture is diverse and may cause 
substantial economic damage. The redistribution of rainfall events is expected to have a 
major impact on agriculture as storms become shorter and more intense [2]. There already 
exist conflicts related to water resources, both locally and internationally. For example, 
countries in the Nile River basin are wrangling over water consumption, and the sharing of 
water from the Jordan River in the Middle East is getting acrimonious. In the United States 
of America, the states situated above the High Plains Aquifer are involved in water lawsuits 
related to over consumption of surface and groundwater for agriculture. Litigation between 
downstream and upstream users has placed restrictions on the amount of water available to 
growers in the Republican and Platte River Basins. The Kansas vs. Nebraska suit, Pumpkin 
Creek conflict, Platte River Cooperative Agreement, South Platte River Compact and the 
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Republican River Compact are examples of water conflicts between upstream and 
downstream users [3,4]. 
Nebraska is predominately an agricultural state and the state’s economy relies heavily 
on agricultural productivity. The majority of land use in the state is for the purpose of 
agriculture, and irrigation demands account for about 71% of the total water use.  The value 
of the land in this area is strongly dependent on the water rights associated with the land. 
Due to increasing industrial and municipal usage and environmental regulations, the 
availability of water for agriculture is declining [5]. 
In recent years there has been increasing concern about water availability and water 
sharing in Nebraska, and water supplies and use have come under increased scrutiny.  The 
sustainability of water resources in the long-term is threatened by many years of 
consecutive drought and overexploitation of groundwater [6]. The drought of 2002, the 
third driest year in a 108-year record [7], is estimated to have caused losses of up to eleven 
billion dollars [5]. The long-term viability of water resources is even more threatened by 
the combination of several years of drought and unsustainable pumping of groundwater 
supplies. For instance, litigation between “downstream” and “upstream” users has resulted 
in restrictions on the amount of water available to growers. Recently, some growers are 
being limited to pumping only 50% to 70% of the full-water requirement for maximum 
yield, forcing adoption of deficit irrigation strategies in response to limited water resources 
[6]. 
Sustainable agriculture and development in the region will depend upon the 
development of the framework for resolving these water resources issues. State and federal 
water regulatory agencies are searching for reliable and robust techniques to determine 
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hydrologic balances in major basins in the state. An efficient and accurate determination 
of the water balance in major watersheds is needed for better planning and for quantifying 
the current water supply, availability, consumption and future allocation [6]. For this we 
need to develop better analysis tools and better models; we also need to secure better data 
to model and bring major benefits in the long run [8]. 
The scientific and engineering community is compelled to research and develop 
methods that reliably and accurately predict environmentally sustainable water 
consumptive use by agriculture, power generation, industrial sector municipalities and 
ecological conservation. Of these conjunctive users, irrigated agriculture consumes the 
largest share of available fresh water resources. Therefore, application rates and spatial 
distribution of irrigation is paramount information for successful modeling and 
management of water resources. Long term monitoring and classification of irrigated and 
non-irrigated fields at refined spatial scales are needed to generate land use data with more 
accuracy and for better estimation of crop water consumptive use. More refined and 
accurate land use data when used as inputs can produce a highly robust and well calibrated 
water resources model for water balance study and analysis.      
There is a need to develop an irrigation classification method which can be applied to 
remotely sensed satellite images with refined spatial resolution, generate phenological 
contrast over irrigated and non-irrigated surfaces, and produce maps of irrigated and non-
irrigated classified fields in high spatial resolution. Such a method should be applicable in 
many regions for a wide range of climates and growing season variabilities. 
Whether at the scale of monitoring global agricultural production or maximizing yield 
for an individual field, Landsat imagery has played an important role in informing 
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management decisions [9]. The disadvantage of Landsat satellite images is their temporal 
resolution with time intervals between replicate images of around two weeks. Therefore, 
in a given month only two images can be retrieved for any particular location. If weather 
conditions are not ideal during the satellite overpass (e.g., cloudy conditions) images will 
not be as useful for analysis. Monitoring of agricultural fields on a more frequent basis is 
needed to study and analyze the response of crops to environmental stress. Terra and Aqua 
MODIS satellites provide frequent images (daily) for an area coverage. With coarse spatial 
resolution of 250m, 500m, and 1000m for different bands, they are used for studying land 
cover characteristics at regional, continental, and global scales. The opportunity to take 
advantage of the higher temporal resolution of MODIS satellite images for more frequent 
and long-term monitoring and analysis of agricultural fields needs to be explored. The 
possibility of applying MODIS satellite images for field scale analysis needs to be tested. 
Traditionally, precipitation maps have been generated by interpolating precipitation 
data between weather stations. The quality of these maps depends on the density of 
proximate weather stations. The spatial patterns of precipitation in these maps are 
simplistic, and any variations in precipitation that occur between weather stations are not 
captured in the maps. Data from the maps are used as inputs in water resources models. 
Precipitation maps generated with remote sensing methods such as Radar Doppler 
technology are widely available. These maps capture spatial patterns of precipitation in 
much greater detail. There is an opportunity of using these remotely sensed gridded 
precipitation data in the field of water resources modeling. Before applying data from 
precipitation maps generated from remote sensing methods in water resources models, 
quality and quantity comparison of maps generated from weather station interpolation and 
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remote sensing methods is needed. Similarly, the sensitivity of water resources model 
outputs to precipitation rates needs to be understood. 
 
1.2  Research Objectives and Outline of Dissertation  
Remote sensing technology has the ability to capture and preserve hydrologic data at 
different spatial and temporal resolutions. The overall goal of this dissertation is to 
investigate hydrologic applications of remote sensing technology and to apply them in the 
field of water resources management. 
To meet this goal, the following research objectives were identified: 
1. Develop and test a method which is able to utilize Landsat Satellite images to 
classify irrigated and non-irrigated fields at field scales; 
2. Explore the use of coarse resolution MODIS satellite images in field scale analysis, 
and develop a methodology to handle MODIS images for field scale analysis; and 
3. Analyze the sensitivity of precipitation in water resources models to precipitation 
estimation methods, and explore the benefits and limitations of applying remotely 
sensed gridded precipitation data to water resources models 
In Chapter 2, a remote sensing classification method was developed to classify and map 
the spatial distribution of irrigated and non-irrigated croplands. The research of this chapter 
was published in Remote Sensing Journal on December of 2017 [10]. The method 
integrates surface energy balance (SEB) partitioning and vegetation indices to classify 
irrigated and non-irrigated cropland at high spatial resolution. The phenological 
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characteristics of crop and soil moisture conditions are evaluated using the classification 
method. The objective of this study is to develop an irrigation classification method that 
i. is applicable across a large region or multiple regions with climate patterns 
varying from humid to arid; and 
ii. is adaptable to growing seasonal precipitation variation (dry, normal, and wet) 
without recalibration 
The research in Chapter 3 explores the use of MODIS data (which have daily temporal 
resolution as compared to the 16-day coverage of Landsat data) for field scale studies. The 
MODIS data projected in gridded format do not preserve the geometric orientation of 
satellite sensor pixels spatially and are not suitable for field scale analysis due to the coarse 
spatial resolution of the MODIS bands (250m, 500m, and 1000m). In this chapter, a 
methodology was developed to project MODIS data in its original higher resolution format, 
which improves the usefulness of MODIS data for field scale analysis. The objectives of 
this research chapter are 
i. to develop a methodology (referred to as the footprint method) that can project 
MODIS data while preserving the geometric orientation of satellite pixel data; 
ii. to perform field scale accuracy assessment on MODIS data projected with the 
footprint method and conventional gridded data; and 
iii. to explore the usefulness of MODIS data for agricultural water management at 
field scales 
The research in chapter 4 explores the potential opportunities of using remotely sensed 
gridded precipitation data in water resources models. Precipitation is a major water budget 
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component in water resources models, and more accurate precipitation maps are in 
demand. Before replacing precipitation maps generated by interpolating data from weather 
stations (WSI) with maps generated by a combination of radar data and weather station 
data (gridded data) in water resources models, there needs to be a qualitative and 
quantitative comparison between them (WSI and gridded data). The limitations of WSI and 
the advantages of gridded data need to be explored. The objectives of this research chapters 
are to  
i. Analyze the differences in spatial precipitation patterns and volumes of 
precipitation resulting from the application of WSI and gridded data 
precipitation maps 
ii. Analyze the sensitivity of precipitation in a soil water balance model in relation 
to irrigation settings, crop types, and soil types 
iii. Analyze the sensitivity of baseflow of a river system to the different 
precipitation models based on the output of a water resources model, and  
iv. Analyze the WSI generated precipitation maps 
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CHAPTER 2: LAND USE CLASSIFICATION – A 
SURFACE ENERGY BALANCE AND VEGETATION 
INDEX APPLICATION TO MAP AND MONITOR 
IRRIGATED LANDS 
 
2.1 Abstract 
Irrigated agriculture consumes the largest share of available fresh water, and awareness 
of the spatial distribution and application rates is paramount to functional and sustainable 
communal consumptive water use. This remote sensing study leverages surface energy 
balance fluxes and vegetation indices to classify and map the spatial distribution of 
irrigated and non-irrigated croplands. The purpose is to introduce a classification method 
applicable across a wide variation in regional climate and inter-growing seasonal 
precipitation. The rationale for climate and inter-growing seasonal adaptability is founded 
in the derivation and calibration of the method based on the wettest growing season. 
Therefore, the method becomes a more efficient classifier during normal and dry growing 
seasons. Using empirical distribution functions, two indices are derived from 
evapotranspiration fluxes and vegetation indices to contrast and classify irrigated croplands 
from non-irrigated. The synergy of the two indices increases the classification proficiency 
by adding another classifying layer which re-characterizes misclassified croplands by the 
base index. The method was applied to a region with wide climate variation and to multiple 
years of growing seasons. The results presented, in cross validation with ground truth, show 
an accurate and consistent approach to classify irrigation with overall accuracy of 92.1%, 
applicable from humid to semi-arid climate, and from dry to normal and wet growing 
seasons. 
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2.2 Introduction 
Water shortage is a growing major global concern due to increasing droughts, 
decreasing snow packs, and expanding municipalities, among other factors [1]. A renown 
hot-spot of potential conflict instigated by water shortage is the Nile basin hydro-political 
contention between the upper and lower riparian countries, driven by increasing 
population, environmental degradation, and decreasing river flow [2]. In the United States 
of America (USA), states that share the High Plains aquifer have filed litigations over 
surface water and groundwater consumption [3, 4]. These are just two of many 
international and regional contentions that highlight the urgency for informed solutions, 
planning, and policy making for sustainable management of water resources. The scientific 
and engineering community is therefore compelled to research and develop methods that 
reliably and accurately predict environmentally sustainable water consumptive use by 
agriculture, power generation, industrial sector, municipalities and ecological 
conservation. Of these conjunctive users, irrigated agriculture consumes the largest share 
of available fresh water resources. Therefore, application rates and spatial distribution of 
irrigation is paramount information for successful modeling and management of water 
resources.  
Remote sensing, as a widely regarded methodology of resolving land use and land 
cover patterns over expansive areas, has been commended for mapping irrigated croplands 
[5]. Alexandris et al. [6] synoptically assessed several remote sensing indices, such as 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Normalized Difference Water Index 
(NDWI), and methods of determining irrigation status, including Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA), and supervised and unsupervised classification. The methods showed 
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good accuracy although they were constrained to arid or semi-arid regions where irrigated 
and non-irrigated areas exhibited high spectral contrast. Wardlow and Egbert [7] devised a 
decision tree classification technique on a time-series of MODIS NDVI, however the 
method was inadequate during above normal wet growing seasons. In an effort to avoid 
empirical thresholding in supervised classification, Jin et al. [8] used machine learning 
(Support Vector Machine) on maximum NDVI and Time Integrated NDVI to successfully 
classify irrigated wheat in a semi-arid region of China. And, in a multi-year study, Ambika 
et al. [9] classified irrigation using a hierarchal decision model on seasonal peak MODIS 
NDVI producing relatively accurate results across India. Other studies [10-12] have also 
taken advantage of MODIS NDVI’s high temporal resolution and seamlessness to map 
irrigation status in several regions but with constrained seasonal and agro-regional climate 
applicability. 
This study develops a remote sensing classification method that integrates surface 
energy balance (SEB) partitioning and vegetation indices to classify irrigated and non-
irrigated croplands at high spatial resolution. The study exploits NDVI, a vegetation index 
that has been widely investigated as a diagnostic indicator of phenological development 
and health, and Green Index (GI) [13], a vegetation index described as the most sensitive 
index to phenological development [14]. Integration with SEB fluxes enables the 
classification method to account for soil moisture stress, and energy and mass exchange 
between the vegetation surface and the atmosphere over irrigated and non-irrigated 
surfaces. Because soil moisture is the mass exchanged, evaporative fluxes derived from 
SEB partitioning provide a synoptic assessment of soil moisture availability to meet the 
atmospheric evaporative demand over a vegetation surface. Soil moisture deficiency or 
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sufficiency of non-irrigated or irrigated surfaces, respectively, cause thermal and 
vegetative stresses that are distinctive in spectral and thermal signatures. Therefore, the 
phenological contrasts and variation in SEB fluxes over non-irrigated and irrigated surfaces 
are synergistically evaluated in this study to classify the two crop water management 
practices.  
The Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) algorithm [15] is used to partition SEB 
components from which an evaporative fraction index is derived and integrated with the 
NDVI and GI to derive two highly contrasting indices of irrigated and non-irrigated 
surfaces. The objective of this study is to develop an irrigation classification method that; 
(i) is applicable across a large region or multiple regions with climate patterns varying from 
humid to arid, and (ii) adaptable to inter-growing seasonal precipitation variation (dry, 
normal, and wet) without recalibration. The elimination of the need for recalibration is the 
vital uniqueness of the classification method developed by this study. The rationale for the 
seasonal adaptability of the method is that the thresholds calibrated during the wettest 
growing season, which spectrally is the most difficult growing season in which to 
distinguish between irrigated and non-irrigation surfaces, become more accurate classifiers 
during normal and dry growing seasons. Therefore, the method is a new approach expected 
to classify irrigated and non-irrigated croplands in a wide range of climate and growing 
season variability.  
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2.3 Materials and Methods 
2.3.1 Study Area 
The Cooperative Hydrology Study (COHYST) region is a hydrological model region 
located between the Loup River and the Republican River in the Platte River basin, 
upstream of Columbus, Nebraska, USA (Figure 2.1). Three watershed basins constitute the 
largest part of the COHYST region: the Platte River, Republican River, and Blue River 
basins. The region is a confluence of water conflicts from different water resources 
stakeholders with vying interests, including power generation, irrigation water distribution, 
municipal use, and conservation of endangered wildlife. Some of the endangered wildlife 
species in the region include the Whooping Crane, Least Tern, Piping Plover, and the Pallid 
Sturgeon. The region consists of about 5,007,677.3 ha, in 35 counties (Figure 2.1), and 
contains the most irrigated cropland in Nebraska. Much of the water for irrigation is drawn 
from the High Plains aquifer or diverted from the Platte River. Maize and soybeans are the 
most cultivated crops in the region, along with winter wheat, and grass/pasture for ranching 
(predominately in the northwest). The regional climate is characterized as humid to semi-
arid continental climate along the east to west gradient of the interior midlatitude USA. 
Temperatures across the region vary widely. From an average winter minimum of −2.2 °C 
recorded at the Grand Island weather station, to an average summer maximum of 28 °C 
recorded at the York weather station [16]. Based on the 2000 to 2009 period, the average 
annual precipitation increases from 406 mm in the west to 711 mm in the east [17] with 
annual recorded amounts as low as 271 mm (2002). 
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Figure 2.1: Map of Nebraska showing the Cooperative Hydrology Study (COHYST) 
hydrological model region, rivers, and Natural Resources Districts (NRDs) 
 
2.3.2 Datasets 
The hourly weather data used in SEBS were obtained from automated weather stations 
across the region (Figure 2.2) and downloaded from the High Plains Regional Climate 
Center (HPRCC) website (http://www.hprcc.unl.edu/). The instrumentation specifications 
for the measurement of air temperature, soil temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, 
wind direction, precipitation, and solar radiation are available on the HPRCC website 
(http://www.hprcc.unl.edu/awdn/ instruments/ manual.pdf). A Digital Elevation Dataset 
(DEM) at 10-m resolution was downloaded from the Nebraska Department of Natural 
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Resources website (http://www.dnr.ne.gov/elevation-data). The DEM data used in this 
study were resampled to a 30-m resolution using bilinear interpolation. Cropland Data 
Layer (CDL) [18] datasets available at 30-m resolution were retrieved from 
http://nassgeodata.gmu.edu/CropScape/. National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) 
county irrigation statistics were obtained from the USDA Farm Service Agency and were 
used as cross reference and verification of results on county aggregated irrigated croplands. 
Ground truth data were collected across the COHYST region during the growing seasons 
of 2010, 2014 (Figure 2.2), and 2015. A sampling team methodologically traversed the 
region surveying land cover and land use data which included date, location, irrigation 
status, irrigation type, and crop type. Sampled fields were identified based on pre-
determined data needs and for accuracy assessment of irrigation classification. The data 
were logged directly into ArcGIS allowing quick geo-referencing in the field (Riverside 
Technology Inc., Fort Collins, CO, USA, [19]). In the 2010 growing season, 1103 locations 
(782 for irrigated and 321 for non-irrigated) were sampled. In the 2014 growing season, 
464 irrigated and 355 non-irrigated were sampled, and in the 2015 growing season, 2246 
locations were sampled, of which 611 were irrigated and 1635 were non-irrigated. 
Landsat data were downloaded from the United States Geological Survey Global 
Visualization Viewer website (http://glovis.usgs.gov). The COHYST region is covered by 
an array of 8 Landsat scenes. For each scene two or three high quality images with the least 
cloud cover were downloaded to supplement each other in case of cloud contamination, 
and data striping. A total of 46 images were downloaded and processed for the study. 
Because the irrigation season in the region typically starts in mid-June and lasts until the 
end of August or early September (year 2010, 2014, and 2015), all images used in this 
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study were acquired during the same period.  Priority for image selection was given to the 
least cloudy images acquired after a long period without rainfall. The path, row, acquisition 
date, scene and satellite identification (ID) are presented in Appendix, Table A1.  
 
Figure 2.2: Sampled irrigated (355) and non-irrigated (464) ground truth fields across 
the COHYST region during the 2014 growing season 
 
2.3.3 Calibration Growing Season 
The purpose of this study was to develop a classification method that is reliable in most 
growing season wetness regimes. Recent wet, normal, and dry growing seasons in the 
COHYST region were identified using the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA)—National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) climate monitoring 
portal (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/). The time series of the regional average 
precipitation of June, July, and August from 1980 to 2017 was plotted (Figure 2.3) along 
with the long-term average of 1901–2000 (239.3 mm) and one and two standard deviations 
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about the mean. From the time series, 2015 was a normal growing season of 276.6 mm of 
rainfall, and 2012 was a dry year with 95 mm of rainfall during the growing season. The 
most recent wettest growing season with ground truth data was 2010 (362.7 mm), closely 
followed by 2014 (346.7 mm) (Figure 2.3). Both the 2010 and 2014 growing season rainfall 
were more than two standard deviations above the long term mean precipitation. For the 
derivation and calibration of the method, 2014 was selected as the wettest season over 
2010, because, Landsat 8 imagery available for 2014 was of higher quality than Landsat 7 
and 5 imagery available for 2010. In addition, the 2014 growing season had more sampled 
irrigated (464) and non-irrigated (355) fields than the 2010 growing season. A total of 213 
irrigated fields and 280 non-irrigated fields across the region (Figure 2.2) were used for the 
development and calibration of the classification method. The remaining 142 (irrigated) 
and 184 (non-irrigated) fields were used for the validation of the classification method. 
 
Figure 2.3: Nebraska precipitation average for the months of June, July, and August 
from 1980 to 2017; 1901–2000 mean precip (μ: 239.3 mm); and the standard deviations 
(σ: 2.11 mm) about the mean. Data source: http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/time-series/us 
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2.3.4 Normal Difference Vegetation Index and Green Index 
NDVI and GI indices were computed from the top of the atmosphere (TOA) reflectance 
of green, red and near infrared spectral bands as shown below: 
𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =  
𝜌𝑛𝑖𝑟 − 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝜌𝑛𝑖𝑟 + 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑
 (1) 
𝐺𝐼 =  
𝜌𝑛𝑖𝑟
𝜌𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛
 (2) 
where ρgreen, ρred and ρnir are TOA reflectance from band 2, band 3, and band 4, 
respectively, of Landsat 5 and 7, and band 3, band 4, and band 5, respectively, of Landsat 
8. NDVI has been widely used as an important vegetation and irrigation monitoring tool 
[8, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22]. GI on the other hand, has been a less exploited vegetation index, yet 
studies [23, 24] have found the index more sensitive to chlorophyll than NDVI, Enhanced 
Vegetation Index (EVI) [25], and Wide Dynamic Range Vegetation Index (WDRVI) [26].  
The high sensitivity of GI is due to the green leaves high absorption (more than 80%) 
in the green spectrum (e.g., [27-29]), and a much lower penetration (four to six times) of 
blue and red spectrum in the leaf canopy (e.g., [30]). Therefore, in the green spectrum, the 
absorption of light is adequately high to generate a highly sensitive GI to chlorophyll 
content but the absorption is much lower in the blue and red spectrum, thus preventing 
index saturation [13, 27]. 
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2.3.5 Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) 
SEBS [15] is a physical model that uses the principle of conservation of energy 
(Equation (3)) to partition net available energy from the sun, (net radiation (Rn)) into the 
major surface energy components; soil heat (G), sensible heat (H) and latent heat (λE) flux. 
Rn = λE + H + G (3) 
Net radiation (Wm−2) was calculated as the radiation balance of net shortwave and net 
long wave radiation [31-33]. Soil heat flux (Wm−2) was estimated as a fraction of net 
radiation by an empirical function derived by Choudhury et al. [34], and the constants were 
calibrated by Monteith [35] and Kustas et al. [36]. Sensible heat flux (Wm−2) was estimated 
using the similarity theory and solving a system of non-linear equations using the Broyden 
method [37]. The non-linear equations are similarity relationships for the profiles of 
friction velocity, Monin Obukhuv length, aerodynamic resistance, and mean temperature 
(i.e., the difference between surface temperature and air temperature). The procedure to 
derive sensible heat flux is methodically described in [15] and requires only wind speed, 
temperature at a reference height and surface temperature as inputs.  
SEBS estimates latent heat flux (evapotranspiration) by interpolating the relative 
evaporation between the dry-limit and wet-limit [15]. Under the dry-limit, latent heat flux 
becomes zero due to the limitation of soil moisture, and sensible heat flux is assumed to be 
at a maximum. Under the wet-limit, latent heat flux is at potential rate limited only by the 
available energy under the given surface and atmospheric conditions, and sensible heat flux 
is assumed to be at a minimum. The SEBS evaporative fraction (ETRF) used to derive the 
irrigation classification index in this study was estimated using Equation (4). SEBS 
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estimates ETRF in the range of 0 to 1 [15]. The normalization of λE by Rn − G serves to 
reduce the impact of drivers of the evaporative flux that are less directly related to soil 
moisture stress (e.g., insolation load and atmospheric demand), [38]. 
𝐸𝑇𝑅𝐹 =
𝜆𝐸
𝑅𝑛 − 𝐺
 (4) 
The SEBS model inputs are surface emissivity, albedo, surface temperature, and NDVI. 
These inputs were processed from spectral reflectance and radiance of Landsat optical and 
thermal bands. The other inputs include weather station variables, air temperature, air 
pressure, relative humidity, wind speed, and measurement height, and day-of-year and time 
of (Landsat) overpass.  
 
2.3.6 Irrigation Indices Development 
In this procedure several indices were evaluated, some from the literature and some 
new composites. The procedure was to statistically evaluate the probability distributions of 
the indices and select the most effective classifiers. They were evaluated as the most 
effective classifiers of irrigation croplands in the region by assessing their sensitivity to 
irrigation.  
An ideal index in this study was expected to generate a bimodal distribution 
function that separated irrigated from non-irrigated pixels during the growing season of 
year 2014. Two compound indices EGI and NGI were derived from GI, ETRF, and NDVI 
as shown in Equation (5) and Equation (6), respectively. 
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𝐸𝐺𝐼 =  
𝐸𝑇𝑅𝐹
𝐺𝐼
 (5) 
𝑁𝐺𝐼 =  𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 ∗ 𝐺𝐼 (6) 
Other vegetation indices and combinations that were tested during the procedure were: 
Vegetation indices: NDVI, EVI, GI, ETRF, Surface Temperature (Temp.), Albedo, 
maximum NDVI, cumulative NDVI, cumulative ETRF, maximum daily λE, and 
cumulative daily λE 
Combinations of vegetation indices: [ETRF ∗ NDVI ∗ GI], [𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝.∗ ETRF] , [Temp.∗
NDVI], [
𝐸𝑇𝑅𝐹
𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼
], and [
𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝.
𝐸𝑇∗𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼∗𝐴𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑜
] 
Non-agricultural areas such as cities, forests, conservation ecological areas, and water 
features were masked from the indices using CDL data from the 2014 growing season. 
Using ground truth data from the 2014 growing season, irrigated and non-irrigated pixels 
of an index were extracted, and distribution functions were then fit to the irrigated pixels, 
non-irrigated pixels, and all pixels combined as shown in Figure 2.4.  
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Figure 2.4: Empirical distributions of NGI and EGI indices for all fields combined 
(Irrigated and non-irrigated areas), irrigated, and non-irrigated areas. Blue lines 
indicate the threshold values of NGI and EGI 
 
Most derived indices formed an empirical bimodal distribution (as shown in Figure 2.4-
A and D) on a mixture of irrigated and non-irrigated croplands, however distance between 
the two modes varied with precipitation amounts. The thickness of the middle section of 
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the distribution is a variable of water stress difference between irrigated and non-irrigated 
crops. In the wet season, the two peaks of distribution overlap more, since the difference 
in vegetation covers of irrigated and non-irrigated croplands is insignificant. In the wet 
season or humid areas, the middle section is much thicker since the vegetation canopy of 
non-irrigated crops is usually insignificantly different from irrigated crops, though the yield 
may differ at the end of the growing season. During the dry season or arid climate, there is 
less overlap between the two peaks since the vegetation cover of non-irrigated and irrigated 
cropland is usually significantly different. The middle section is thin since the vegetation 
canopy of non-irrigated crops is significantly different from irrigated crops. Most of the 
vegetation indices and their combination tested produced the same fashion of distribution, 
but the middle section which is key to the methodology were thicker compared to NGI and 
EGI, especially in the wet season.  
NGI and EGI indices discriminated irrigation from non-irrigation better than the 
standard indices. They generated the widest distribution contrast between irrigated and 
non-irrigated conditions in 2014, and were ultimately selected for the classification 
method. Figure 2.4-A shows the bimodal distribution of NGI for both irrigated and non-
irrigated pixels combined. The NGI distribution function isolated irrigated pixels to the 
right with a long tail to the left (Figure 2.4-B). The NGI distribution function isolated most 
of the non-irrigated pixels to the left, with a bimodal function and short tail to the right. By 
comparing the x-axes of Figure 2.4-B and C, it is clear that most non-irrigated pixels were 
isolated to the long tail section of the irrigated distribution. Similarly, Figure 2.4-D shows 
the bimodal distribution of EGI for both irrigated and non-irrigated pixels combined. 
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However, in a reverse fashion, this distribution isolated irrigated pixels to the left and non-
irrigated to the right (Figure 2.4-E and F). 
 
2.3.7 Thresholding 
Although both indices showed contrast between irrigated and non-irrigated pixels, 
there was still some overlap of irrigated and non-irrigated pixels in the middle of the 
distributions. For the NGI distribution, most of the irrigated pixels had values of greater 
than 4 (Figure 2.4-B), and most non-irrigated pixels had values of less than 5 (Figure 2.4-
C), with significant overlap between index values 2 and 5, which is the mid-section of the 
bimodal distribution (Figure 2.4-C). For the EGI distribution, most of the irrigated pixels 
had values of less than 0.25 (Figure 2.4-E), and most non-irrigated pixels had values of 
greater than 0.20 (Figure 2.4-F), with significant overlap between index values 0.2 and 
0.28. Therefore, to improve the identification of irrigated pixels, the two indices were 
combined to take advantage of their distribution properties of contrasting irrigation from 
non-irrigation status. 
The distinguishing characteristics of the two indices were combined by first applying a 
preliminary first threshold of NGI ˂ 3 to exclude non-irrigated pixels (Figure 2.4-C). Then the 
remaining non-irrigated pixels were eliminated by applying a second threshold of EGI > 0.22 
(Figure 2.4-F). The two thresholds (NGI = 3 and EGI = 0.22) were calibrated by iterating in 
the middle of the bimodal distribution, where the irrigated and non-irrigated pixels overlapped, 
using a computer program (in Python) until the combination of the two thresholds accurately 
classified all irrigated and non-irrigated fields in the ground truth data. Figures 2.5 show the 
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distribution of NGI for irrigated (Figure 2.5-A) and non-irrigated (Figure 2.5-B) pixels after 
the calibrated thresholds were applied to all fields in the region. 
 
Figure 2.5: Empirical distributions of NGI index for irrigated and non-irrigated areas 
after the classification method has been applied 
 
A conceptual flow diagram (Figure 2.6) describes the implementation of the method, 
including the data inputs, derivation of the indices, and thresholding of indices. 
Methodically, ETRF from SEBS, NDVI, and GI, are derived separately, and are formulated 
into EGI and NGI. A crop mask from CDL for the growing season is applied on the two 
indices to remove non-agricultural areas. The NGI as the base index, cycles through the 
first threshold, NGI threshold to remove non-irrigated pixels. The remaining non-irrigated 
pixels in NGI are then removed, conditioned with the EGI threshold. As shown in Figure 
2.6, the pixels which are not selected as irrigated areas from the two threshold cycles are 
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combined to identify the non-irrigated fields. The entirety of the method in Figure 2.6 is 
also referred to hereafter as the NDVI-Evaporation Fraction-Green Index (NEG) 
classification method. 
 
 
2.3.8 Performance Assessment 
The derived classification method was validated and evaluated for the growing seasons of 
2010, 2014, and 2015, which had ground truth data on irrigation status in the COHYST 
region. The performance of the classification method was evaluated using Kappa analysis, 
confusion (error) matrix referenced to ground truth data, the coefficient of determination 
(R2) as a measure of goodness of fit (i.e., the measure of variance in NASS county data 
accounted for by NEG county aggregated estimates), Root Mean Square Deviation 
(RMSD) as a measure of the absolute difference between NASS and NEG, and Mean 
Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) as a measure of NEG accuracy in percentage terms 
(Equation (7)), where N is the number of counties. Note, the counties partitioned by the 
COHYST boundary were excluded from the NASS-NEG county performance assessment. 
𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =  
1
𝑁
∑ (
|𝑁𝐴𝑆𝑆 − 𝑁𝐸𝐺|
𝑁𝐴𝑆𝑆
) ∗ 100 (7) 
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Figure 2.6: NDVI-Evaporation Fraction-Green Index (NEG) Irrigation classification 
method flow diagram. Thd = Threshold 
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2.4 Results 
2.4.1 NEG Classification Method and Ground Truth 
The NEG classification method was validated with ground truth data available from 
the growing seasons of 2010, 2014, and 2015. The year 2014 was a calibration year where 
half of data was used for calibration and other half used for validation. The results from 
the error matrix analysis in reference to ground truth for the three years area presented in 
Table 2.1. Producer’s Accuracy in Table 2.1 represents how often real features on the 
ground are correctly shown on the classified map. It is the number of reference sites 
classified accurately divided by the total number of reference sites for that class. User’s 
Accuracy represents how often the class on the map will actually be present on the ground. 
It is calculated by taking the total number of correct classifications for a particular class 
and dividing it by the row total [39]. 
 In 2015, a normal year of precipitation during the growing season, 93% (i.e., 567 of 
611) of NEG irrigated fields and 86% (i.e., 1402 of 1635) of non-irrigated fields matched 
ground truth data. In 2014, a wet year, the method had a performance of 98% (i.e., 453 of 
464) of NEG irrigation fields and 83% (i.e., 294 of 355) of non-irrigated fields matching 
ground truth data. In 2010, also a wet year during the growing season, 90% (i.e., 704 of 
782) of NEG irrigated fields and 81% (i.e., 260 of 321) of non-irrigated fields matched 
ground truth data. The overall accuracy of classifying irrigation for the three years 
combined was 92.1%. The lower producer accuracy for the non-irrigated croplands in 
Table 2.1 was because some of the non-irrigated ground truth locations were sampled from 
the corners of center pivot fields. If these points were within 60m of a pivot circle, they 
were sometimes misclassified as irrigated.  
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Table 2.1: Results of error matrix and Kappa analysis between NEG method and ground 
truth data from the 2010, 2014, and 2015 growing seasons 
 
 
2.4.2 Spatial Distribution of Irrigation 
NEG method was applied in the COHYST region and agricultural fields were classified 
irrigated and non-irrigated for year 2010, 2014, and 2015. As shown in Figure 2.7, the 
COHYST region has extensive irrigation in the east that diminishes in the western part of 
the region (Figure 2.7). York and Hamilton counties, both in the east, were the most 
irrigated counties with more than 70% of county area classified as irrigated cropland. In 
the northwest of the region a few scattered fields were classified as irrigated. The most 
irrigated crop in the northwest was alfalfa; for instance, in Arthur and Garden counties, 
58.3% and 60.6% of irrigated cropland was alfalfa during the 2015 growing season. In 
McPherson County, however, pasture was the most irrigated crop at 42%. Across the 
region, a total of 1,606,008 ha in 2015 and 1,462,004 ha in 2010 were classified as irrigated, 
many of which were maize and soybean. 
The extent and intensity of irrigation in a region depends on four key factors: rainfall, 
water accessibility, topography, and soil type. The northwest, as part of the Nebraska 
Sandhills, is mostly sandy soils and semi-arid conditions. During the three months (June, 
July, and August) of intensive irrigation in the region, rainfall distribution across the region 
decreases from east to west by 89 mm (239 to 328mm), Figure 2.8. The difference in 
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rainfall across the state is significant given that the average seasonal evapotranspiration for 
irrigated maize is 548 mm and 452 mm for soybeans [40]. Precipitation is a constraining 
factor, but aside from water availability the main limiting factor of irrigation expansion in 
the west is the nutrient-deficiency and low water holding capacity of the sandy soils that 
dominate the region. Consequently, the region is dominated by grass and pasture for 
ranching, winter wheat, and alfalfa. Nonetheless, close to the river basin in Keith, Perkins, 
and Lincoln counties, irrigation of major crops such as maize and soybeans is widespread. 
The contrast in the intensity of irrigation between the east and west of the region means 
that there is higher groundwater and surface water consumption in the east than in the west.  
By far, the most widely grown and irrigated crops across the region were maize and 
soybeans (Figure 2.7-A and B). In 2015 sixty eight percent (68%) of the region was irrigated 
maize and 28% was irrigated soybeans. In 2010, 67% of the region was irrigated maize and 
about 31% was irrigated soybeans (Table 2.2). Note that, because the classification method 
was applied during the intensive irrigation months of July and August, irrigated winter wheat, 
which is typically harvested in late June, may be fittingly classified as non-irrigated or as 
other short season crops. Therefore, despite winter wheat being a major crop in the region, 
the further classification of irrigated croplands into crop-types excluded winter wheat.  
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Figure 2.7: Spatial distribution of NEG derived irrigated fields in the COHYST model 
region during the growing season of 2010 (A) and 2015 (B). Crop types derived from 
NASS CDL 
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Figure 2.8: Normal rainfall distribution across the COHYST region during the growing 
season (June, July and August). Base period: 1981–2010. Data source: Prism [41] 
 
Table 2.2: NEG COHYST estimated irrigated acreages (ha) and percentage from total 
irrigated acreages for the main crops grown in COHYST model region in the 2015 
growing season 
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2.4.3 NEG Classification Method and NASS Statistics 
As the official estimates of national agricultural statistics, NASS county irrigated 
acreages were used for cross reference, rather than as measures of accuracy, to assess the 
performance of the NEG classification method at the county aggregated level. The 
regression results (R2) showed that NEG county aggregates explained 98% and 99% 
variation in NASS county data (Table 2.3, Figure 2.9) for the 2010 and 2015 growing 
seasons, respectively. The MAPE statistics had comparable overestimation values of 6.3% 
to 7.48% for the two growing seasons (Table 2.3). The overestimation is possibly because 
NASS statistics are compiled from the top most grown crops in the region; maize, soybean, 
Alfalfa, etc. The irrigation acreages of other crops such as sorghum, small grains, potatoes, 
among others, are assumed to be negligible. 
 
Table 2.3: Coefficient of determination (R2), MAPE and RMSE between NASS and NEG 
estimated county irrigated area for 2015 and 2010 
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Figure 2.9: Regression between NASS and NEG irrigated area by county for 2010 and 
2015 
 
2.5 Discussion 
2.5.1 Dual Indices and Single Index Classification Systems 
Single-index methods have been successfully used in several studies (e.g., [10, 42, 43]) 
to classify irrigated croplands. Peak NDVI and differential NDVI have been the most 
commonly studied indices to classify irrigated croplands [11, 44, 45]. These methods, 
however, may be subject to misclassification due to NDVI saturation [46] and disparity in 
crop development as a result of crop management practices, such as planting dates and 
cultivar varieties. Indeed, the variability in land use patterns increases the difficulty of 
classifying crop water management practices (irrigation and non-irrigated) as opposed to 
classifying land cover patterns. For successful classification of land use patterns such as 
irrigation status, knowledge of crop- and land-management, or some understanding of 
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when and where farmers plant, fertilize and supply other supplements to enhance crop 
development is essential [5].  
Pervez and Brown [10] considered peak NDVI as a proxy for the peak level of 
photosynthetic activity and biomass. And at the peak NDVI, irrigated and non-irrigated 
crops exhibited the highest NDVI differential. However, the effectiveness of peak NDVI 
differential is constrained by index saturation and sensitivity to crop variety. Indeed, it is 
only possible to classify irrigation using a single index if the area contains only a few crop 
types [5]. And, in the case of wet growing seasons, the peak NDVI differential is marginal 
for successful irrigation classification.  
The synergy of two functionally different indices presented in this study increases the 
classification proficiency by adding another classifying layer which re-characterizes 
misclassified croplands by the base index. The two NEG indices are functionally different 
because NGI is purely a phenological index, and EGI is both a phenological and soil water 
stress index. Therefore, for EGI, in addition to classifying irrigation based on long term 
cumulative vegetation development difference as NGI, also classifies irrigation based on 
short term soil water stress difference between irrigated and non-irrigated crops. The short 
term ability based on soil water stress enhances the implementation of the NEG method in 
humid climates and wet growing seasons. EGI is a function of scaled evaporative fraction 
(ETRF) which is the water stress index for both short term and long term. ERTF has been 
used as water stress index in different studies [47,48]. 
A dynamic thresholding method derived by Wardlow and Egbert [7] calibrated NDVI 
thresholds on NASS statistics to estimate county irrigation acreages. The results correlated 
with NASS estimates, but the thresholds required calibration for every county and different 
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growing season, thus subjecting the method to the availability and accuracy of NASS 
statistics. Our results show that the NEG classification method was not only viable for wet 
and normal growing seasons, but also that the fixed thresholds were reliable across the 
different counties in the region. Although the NEG classification method was applied to a 
region with a relatively wide variation in climate, and it was applied for all growing seasons 
(dry, normal, and wet years), more validation is necessary to evaluate the suitability of the 
method in distinctively different agro-climate regions. A number of factors can potentially 
impact the performance of the NEG classification method in agro-climate regions that are 
different from the COHYST region. The COHYST region is dominated by two crops 
(maize and soybeans); therefore, increase in crop variability in a different region may 
impact classification performance. Furthermore, the crops in the COHYST region are 
typically narrow row crops, thus NEG performance may also differ for wide row crops 
such as vineyards and orchards. 
 
2.5.2 Seasonal Development of NGI and EGI 
The development of NGI during the growing season shows that during the initial 
growth stage, the index values for irrigated and non-irrigated maize and soybean were 
comparable (Figure 2.10-A). In the study region, evapotranspiration during the initial 
growth stage is primarily soil evaporation [49] driven by soil moisture from the previous 
winter snow melt and spring rains. As the crop matures, the NGI of irrigated and non-
irrigated crops diverged owing to soil moisture availability. The cumulative vegetation 
growth differential peaks during the mid-season of crop development, and declines during 
late-season as the crop undergoes senescence. In addition, non-irrigated crops have a 
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reduced growth rate relative to irrigated crops which further augment the vegetative growth 
differential during the mid-season crop stage. Therefore, during the mid-season of crop 
development, NGI was highly different for the two crop water management practices for 
both maize and soybeans (Figure 2.10-A). The peak NGI value for irrigated maize was 
about 7, while non-irrigated maize only reached a peak of about 4. The growth sensitivity 
coefficient, calculated as the difference between mid-stage (highest) value and initial value 
of irrigated crop divided by the difference between mid-stage (highest) value and initial 
value of non-irrigated crop, for maize and soybeans was 1.75 and 2.70, respectively, during 
the mid-season of crop development. The EGI growth sensitivity coefficient between 
irrigated and non-irrigated crops was about 1.0 for both types of crops (Figure 2.10-B). 
Likewise, EGI had a higher difference between irrigated and non-irrigated soybeans than 
maize during the mid-season stage. Since both indices generated maximum contrast 
between irrigated and non-irrigated conditions during mid-season stage, for optimal 
classification results, the classification method was (and should in principle be) 
implemented during the mid-season of crop development (which normally lasts between 
mid-July and mid-August in the COHYST region). 
 
2.5.3 Application in Humid to Arid Climate Regimes and Wet to Dry Growing 
Seasons 
Irrigation application in wet and semi-wet climate regions or during wet growing seasons 
is a supplementary crop water management practice. In these agro-climate and seasonal 
scenarios, the vegetation canopy of non-irrigated crops is usually insignificantly different 
from irrigated crops, though the yield may differ at the end of the growing season [50]. For 
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that reason, irrigation classification is an arduous procedure since the phenological 
difference in vegetation canopy is subtle for classification methods to reliably detect the  
 
 
Figure 2.10: Seasonal profile of NGI (A) and EGI (B) for irrigated and non-irrigated 
soybean and maize during the 2014 growing season. Each data point is an average of 
nine contiguous pixels of a square. DOY denotes Day of Year 
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spectral difference between irrigated and non-irrigated surfaces. Several studies (e.g., [10, 
12, 21]) have determined that the most widely used classification methods are based on 
vegetation indices that are only spectrally sensitive to phenological variation under severe 
conditions such as droughts or desert climate. 
In this study, the proposed dual index method assimilates ETRF (scaled by GI), a 
phenological and soil water stress index [51] that is sensitive to short and long term water 
sufficiency or deficiency. Therefore, the cumulative vegetative difference due to long term 
water availability is the principal factor for detecting irrigated surfaces from a non-irrigated 
in humid climate and wet growing seasons. Such conditions took effect in the eastern part 
of COYHST region in 2014 and 2010; that is, a humid agro-climate region in a wet growing 
season. Since EGI is a proxy soil water stress index, prioritizing Landsat images that are 
available after a long period without rainfall is an important caveat in the NEG 
classification method to enhance irrigation classification in wet seasons or wet climate 
regions. Management practices such as tillage, planting density etc. may have confounding 
effects which may require research studies to understand. Additional analysis is needed for 
different field management practice settings. 
In arid climates and dry growing seasons, irrigated and non-irrigated cropland 
distinction is a clear-cut classification due to wide spectral differences between the two 
surfaces and likely crop failure for non-irrigated croplands [10] during periods of drought. 
Dry conditions cause leaf cells to shrink, consequently shriveling or rolling the leaves of 
the canopy. Concomitant with the structural change of the canopy is the reduced production 
of chlorophyll. These changes, phenology and bioprocesses, result in less scattering in near 
infrared and less absorption of visible red light [52]. Thus far, none of the years considered 
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that have ground truth data (2010, 2014, and 2015) were dry years in the region. Therefore, 
to evaluate the performance of the NEG classification method in a dry year, the method 
was implemented on the 2012 growing season, and on a smaller area of twelve counties in 
the middle of the COYHST region and wrapped in two adjacent Landsat scenes (P30/R32 
and P29/R32). The 2012 growing season was an extraordinary drought in intensity and 
extent across the United States. During the growing season, the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture declared 1692 counties, about 63% of the conterminous United States, as 
disaster areas [53]. Without ground truth, the performance of the NEG method was only 
evaluated with respect to NASS irrigation statistics, and the performance was comparable 
to other years with R2 of 97% and MAPE of 8.49%. The semi-arid western part of the 
region in a dry year and the humid eastern part of the region in a wet year were considered 
in this study as the two extremes of a climate spectrum which many other regional climate 
patterns fall between, and in which the NEG method is inferred to perform capably. 
 
2.6 Conclusions 
An irrigation classification method applicable across a wide range of regional climates 
and inter-growing seasonal precipitation is derived from the SEB partitioning and 
vegetation indices, and calibrated during the wettest growing season. The method referred 
to as NEG, is a combination of two indices, NGI and EGI, with distribution functions that 
highly contrast irrigated and non-irrigated croplands. The two indices are functionally 
different because NGI is a phenological index and EGI is both a phenological and soil 
water stress index. For optimal classification, the method should, in principle, be 
implemented using satellite imagery acquired after a long dry period without precipitation 
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and during the mid-season stage of crop growth. The method was applied to a region with 
wide climate variation and to multiple growing seasons. The results revealed that across 
multiple growing seasons, the classification method was 92.1% accurate and explained 
97% variation in NASS county irrigation statistics. Although further tests would be 
valuable, the performance demonstrates that the NEG irrigation classification method is an 
accurate and consistent approach to classify and estimate irrigated acreage across a wide 
range of regional climates, and during dry, normal and wet growing seasons.  
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CHAPTER 3: APPLICATION OF MODIS DATA FOR 
FIELD SCALE ANALYSIS …….. 
 
3.1 Abstract 
Coarse spatial resolution of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 
images and the existing gridded methodology of re-projecting MODIS images makes it 
difficult to conduct a field scale analysis of agricultural crops. A new method of re-
projecting MODIS satellite images that preserves the geometric orientation of satellite 
sensor pixel “footprint method” was developed in this study. There are two advantages of 
this method over the existing gridded method of re-projecting MODIS images. First is the 
elimination of artifacts introduced by gridding, which evolve from a mismatch between the 
sensor pixel and the pre-defined grid cell geometric orientation. Second is the ability to 
locate satellite sensor pixel orientation in agricultural fields for more accurate field scale 
analysis. Field scale accuracy of the footprint method and existing gridded method was 
assessed with Green Leaf Area Index (LAI) data of AmeriFlux two center pivot maize 
fields from Mead, Nebraska (US-Ne1 and US-Ne2). The statistical analysis of MODIS LAI 
estimates based on LAI equation of Myneni et al. and Green LAI field measurements 
indicates that the footprint methodology of handling MODIS datasets when applied for 
field scale analysis provides better results. In field US-Ne1, using the footprint method to 
estimate LAI reduces the RMSE by 10.1%, the ubRMSE by 16.5% and the nRMSE by 
10.2%. Similarly, in field US-Ne2 using the footprint method reduces the RMSE by 22%, 
the ubRMSE by 36%, and nRMSE by 22%. On the contrary, the results of statistical 
analysis of MODIS Green LAI estimates based on Green LAI equation of Viña et al. does 
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not support this conclusion. The results of t-test analysis show that the improvement of 
MODIS LAI and Green LAI estimates from footprint method when compared to that of 
gridded method is relatively small. 
 
3.2 Introduction  
Remotely sensed satellite images are increasingly used in water resources planning and 
management. Landsat images with spatial resolution of 30m by 30m grid size have been 
frequently used to study land cover characteristics, but a dis-advantage of Landsat satellite 
imagery is its temporal resolution, with time intervals of around two weeks for repeated 
area coverage. In any given month only two images can be retrieved for a particular 
location. If weather conditions are not ideal during the satellite overpass (E.g. cloudy 
conditions), images are not as useful for analysis. 
The Moderate Resolution Spectroradiometers (MODIS) on-board NASA’s Earth 
Observing System (EOS) Terra and Aqua satellites provide data on global land, 
atmosphere, and ocean dynamics [1]. MODIS satellite images are useful when high 
temporal resolution is preferred over high spatial resolution. With spatial resolutions of 
250m, 500m, and 1000m for different bands, MODIS data are useful for studying land 
cover characteristics at lower spatial resolution than Landsat. MODIS data products are 
available in two formats; granule and gridded data. A granule corresponds to a five-minute 
interval of un-gridded MODIS swath data where users have the option of overlaying grids 
anywhere spatially and projecting MODIS data into the grids. Gridded MODIS data are 
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data that are georeferenced with fixed, grids and stored as fixed non-overlapping, earth-
located tiles in a Sinusoidal projection [2]. 
The geometric orientation of MODIS satellite sensor pixels is not represented by either 
Granule or gridded data formats. This is of less concern when analysis of land cover is 
needed at the regional scale, but might raise some concern when the MODIS data are 
applied for field scale analysis. The disadvantage of coarse spatial resolution compared to 
Landsat data accompanied by projection related issues limits the use of MODIS data at 
field scales, especially for fields with irregular shapes and sizes and adjacent irrigated and 
non-irrigated fields. A detailed description of MODIS satellite sensors, its geometric 
orientation, and different types of MODIS data products available is included in Appendix 
B of this dissertation. 
The demand for satellite images with higher spatial resolution in the scientific 
community needs to be reassessed. There are different sizes of agricultural fields in 
different parts of the world. Figure 3.1 illustrates the spatial distribution of irrigated and 
non-irrigated maize fields in a part of Seward county in Nebraska. A 250m MODIS grid is 
overlaid on the figure. Green areas are irrigated fields and orange areas are non-irrigated 
fields. 
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Figure 3.1: Spatial distribution of irrigated and non-irrigated maize fields 
 
Figure 3.1 shows that within a single thermal pixel there exists areas of multiple fields. 
It is only possible to perform field scale analysis if there exist homogeneous fields which 
are equal to or greater than the area of 250m pixel resolution. Fields of this size are rare. 
Figure 3.1 shows that in some small sized fields it is impossible to perform field scale 
analysis with existing resolutions. Around the world, agricultural practices have developed 
as a function of topography, soil type, crop type, annual rainfall, and tradition [41]. The 
images of fields in Figure 3.2 [3] shows differences in field geometry and size in different 
parts of the world. 
The demand for satellite images with increased spatial resolution will never come to an 
end given the different shapes and sizes of agricultural fields that exists in different parts 
of the world. 
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Figure 3.2: Different shape and sizes of fields (Earth Observatory, 2006) 
 
The research of this chapter explores optimization of available MODIS data for field 
scale study. A new methodology of handling MODIS data – the “footprint method”, is 
developed, which projects MODIS swath data while preserving the geometric orientation 
of satellite pixels. This method further aids in preventing pixel value contamination during 
data projection which is discussed in detail in later sections. MODIS Swath granule data 
projected using the footprint method and gridded method are compared to ground truth 
field data to analyze the advantages of the footprint methodology over the existing gridded 
methodology. The second part of the research study explores the usefulness of MODIS 
data in monitoring crop fields for agricultural water management. The advantage of high 
temporal resolution of MODIS data (over Landsat data) is explored to determine potential 
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benefits for irrigation management of crop fields (irrigation scheduling in fields) with more 
frequent monitoring of irrigated crop fields. 
The objectives of this research chapter include: 
1. Development of a methodology (footprint method) that can project MODIS data 
while preserving the geometric orientation of satellite pixel data. 
2. Assessment of field scale accuracy of projected MODIS data from the gridded 
methodology and from the footprint method by comparing them to ground truth 
field data: 
a. Measured Green Leaf Area Index (LAI) of irrigated field maize is compared with 
LAI and Green LAI derived from re-projected MODIS swath data using the gridded 
and footprint methods. 
b. Evaluate the performance of LAI and Green LAI determined by footprint method 
for field scale analysis compared to that of conventional gridded method of MODIS 
data re-projection. 
3. Explore the opportunity of taking advantage of increased frequency data collection 
of MODIS satellite images over Landsat satellite images (twice per month for 
repeated area coverage) for agricultural water management at field scales: 
a. The Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) of irrigated maize for a single growing 
season will be calculated to generate a crop characteristic curve and the features of 
curve will be compared to that of characteristic curve generated from Landsat 
images over multiple years (11 years). It will be evaluated if the crop characteristic 
cure developed from Landsat satellite data using over 11 years can be developed 
using only one year of MODIS satellite data. 
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3.3 Implications of Existing MODIS Data Handling Method for Field Scale 
Analysis 
For regional scale analysis the existing method of re-projecting MODIS data into 
gridded format are suitable, but for field scale analysis of agricultural fields the existing 
method is not suitable due to the problem of signal contamination of a grid pixel from its 
surrounding neighbor pixels during re-projection. This results in a measurement that has a 
spatial extent that is greater than what is useful for field scale analysis. 
3.3.1 Sensor Pixels and Fixed Grids in Agricultural Fields 
Figure 3.3 illustrates the orientation of fixed 250m by 250m defined grid cells for 
gridded data and the actual orientation of MODIS satellite sensor pixels over a center pivot 
field. The orientation of defined grid cells and the actual pixel orientation of satellite sensor 
are never the same, adding complexity to assigning sensor pixel values to fixed grid cells. 
Figure 3.4 shows the overlap of fixed grid cells and un-projected satellite sensor pixels 
over the same field. It is clear in the figure that no single grid cell covers only one sensor 
pixel, which makes it difficult to assess which sensor pixel should be assigned to a fixed 
grid cell that covers multiple sensor pixels. 
 
Figure 3.3: Spatial orientation of fixed grid cells (left) and satellite sensor pixels (right) 
overlaid on a center pivot field (green) 
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The existing methodology for re-projecting MODIS swath data and higher-level MODIS 
gridded data allows resampling of sensor pixels cells and assignment of a value to a 
corresponding fixed grid cell. Three types of resampling techniques; nearest neighbor, 
bilinear, and cubic convolution are available. In the nearest neighbor resampling method, 
a grid cell is assigned the value of the nearest sensor pixel. The original value of the sensor 
pixel is not manipulated by the process. Figure 3.5 illustrates the process of assigning a 
sensor pixel value to a grid cell using the nearest neighbor resampling technique. In the 
figure, the grid cell identified by the solid black outline is assigned the value of the MODIS 
pixel identified by solid red outline, because this is the sensor pixel closest to the center of 
the grid cell. 
 
Figure 3.4: Overlapping of fixed grid cells and satellite sensor pixels overlaid on a 
center pivot field (green) 
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Figure 3.5: Value assignment to grid cells using Nearest Neighbor resampling technique 
 
In the case of bilinear and cubic convolution resampling methods, the values of 
neighboring sensor pixels are averaged and assigned to a fixed grid cell. In these cases, the 
original values of the sensor pixels are not preserved, rather the value of the grid cell is a 
weighted average of surrounding sensor values. Figure 3.6 illustrates an example of how 
selected sensor pixels contribute to the value of a fixed grid cell during the process of 
MODIS data reprojection, reducing the true spatial resolution of the data.   
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Figure 3.6: Value assignment to grid cells using Bilinear and Cubic Convolution 
resampling techniques 
 
 
3.3.2 Problems with the Existing Methodology of MODIS Data Reprojection in Field 
Scale Analysis 
MODIS data are provided in HDF format to users, and tools like the MODIS Swath 
tool and the MODIS Reprojection Tool (MRT) are used to handle and re-project HDF 
format data into gridded raster images. Users can only view the orientation of output grid 
cells after re-projection of the data. There is no option available in these tools to view the 
orientation of satellite sensor pixels before re-projection of the data. This adds to confusion 
about how satellite sensor pixels are assigned to grid cells. Users must generally accept this 
and use the gridded re-projected raster data, which is reasonable for analysis at the regional 
scale but is not optimal at the field scale.  
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Several authors have reported on errors caused by contamination of the signal from 
neighboring pixels and suggested improvements to per-pixel estimates of land cover by 
incorporating known sensor characteristics [4,5]. In the process of re-sampling data, a grid 
cell that falls well within a field can have a value assigned from sensor pixels that are partly 
or mostly outside the field area, receiving partial signals from land adjacent to the field. In 
the cases of bilinear and cubic convolution resampling methods, in addition to weighting 
of original sensor pixel values while assigning a value to a grid cell, some contributing 
sensor pixels may be outside of the target field and capture signals from vegetation which 
are not representative of the field, assigning those signals to a grid cell that is well within 
the field. This creates problems in field scale analysis of agricultural fields where irrigated 
and non-irrigated fields are present next to each other. Figure 3.7 illustrates two examples 
of pixel contamination from sensor pixels that contribute to the value of a grid cell that is 
well within a field when using the bilinear or cubic convolution resampling methods.  
 
Figure 3.7: Problem of pixel value contamination in a grid cell well within a field 
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In the case of Example A, during the resampling process (bilinear or cubic convolution) 
the fixed grid cell which is within the field will have a value dependent on all of the 
contributing sensor pixels. If nearest neighbor resampling method is used, the value of the 
sensor pixel that is closest to the center of fixed grid cell will be assigned. Since all 
contributing sensor cells are partly outside the field, the value assigned to the fixed grid 
cell will be contaminated, and will not represent the true value of the field. In the case of 
Example B, if bilinear or cubic convolution resampling method are used, the fixed grid cell 
value will be contaminated; but if the nearest neighbor resampling method is used the value 
of the fixed grid cell will take on the value of the only sensor cell that is within the field.   
Even if the nearest neighbor technique is used to ensure that the original value of a 
sensor pixel is assigned to a grid cell during data re-projection, the sensor pixel that is 
assigned may not be representative of a particular field. Figure 3.8 illustrates examples of 
pixel contamination when using the nearest neighbor resampling method from sensor 
pixels that lie outside of a field, even though the grid cell is well within the field. The red 
dots in the figures represent the centers of the fixed grid cells. 
Reduction of the geometric variability can be achieved through smoothing of data by 
aggregation of pixels to increasingly coarse resolutions. Pixel resolutions of at least 1000m, 
four times the nominal 250m detector size, are required to mitigate the geometric influence 
from most land cover types tested. However, complete removal of the noise from variable 
geometries is not achieved, even at 2000m or 8x nominal resolution [6]. Furthermore, 
upscaling the MODIS grid cell data to coarse resolution has a disadvantage in terms of its 
applicability to field scale analysis of agricultural fields with irregular boundaries and small 
size.  
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Gridding artifacts between observations and predefined grid cells strongly influence 
the local spatial properties of MODIS images. The mismatch between observations and 
grid cells increases as view zenith angle (𝜃𝑣) increases because the size of the observations 
increases while the size of the grid cells remains unchanged [2]. The gridding artifacts 
together with the effects of viewing geometry weaken the relationship between the location 
of grid cells and corresponding observations has implications for the use of reference data 
for the validation of MODIS products [7]. 
 
Figure 3.8: Pixel contamination problem in Nearest Neighbor resampling technique 
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3.4 Footprint Methodology: Re-projecting MODIS Data in Native Sensor Pixel 
Orientation 
A method of re-projecting MODIS images with the intention of preserving geometric 
orientation of satellite sensor pixels called the “footprint method” was developed. The 
method eliminates artifacts caused by the gridding process and increases the applicability 
of MODIS data for field scale analysis. Field scale analysis is more reliable if it is known 
whether or not the pixels representing a particular field are contaminated by signals from 
outside the field boundaries. The goal of this method is to eliminate the fixed grid cell 
structure and to utilize the native pixel orientation of the MODIS data. Since the footprint 
method only use measurements from sensor pixels that only fall within the field, it 
represents vegetation characteristic of that particular field more realistically compared to 
the conventional gridded method. In contrast, due to the projection process, the gridded 
method sometimes includes radiation from areas outside of the study area, despite the fact 
that the grid cells themselves are within the field. 
In order to re-project the MODIS swath image while preserving the geometry of 
satellite sensor pixels, the nearest neighbor resampling technique with an output pixel 
resolution finer than that of the native image was selected during the process of re-
projecting each image. As the output pixel resolution was increased, the footprint of the 
original 250m sensor pixels was revealed. The initial idea of re-projecting MODIS image 
with finer output pixel size for viewing the footprint of sensor pixel geometric orientation 
originated during a research discussion [8]. The MODIS Swath Tool provided by NASA 
is unable to re-project images with pixel resolutions finer than those of native MODIS 
images. Initially this Tool was used to test the new method, but distortion in the footprints 
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of sensor pixels appeared in parts of the image when the resolution of the output image was 
high. Figure 3.9 illustrates a MODIS image re-projected with the MODIS Swath Tool and 
examples of problem areas.  
 
Figure 3.9: Problem of re-projecting MODIS data in finer resolution using MODIS 
swath tool 
 
Due to the unavailability of tools which could re-project images with resolutions that 
were finer than the native resolution of the MODIS images, programming scripts were 
written to do the task. Open source Python version 2.7 with supported packages for geo-
spatial analysis was used while writing the scripts (Appendix E). The output of the footprint 
methodology script is a MODIS image with grid cells of 10m resolution and a visible 
footprint of the native sensor pixel orientation (250m, 500m, and 1000m resolution). There 
are two purposes of refining grid cells: 1) reducing the boundary size with respect to the 
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conventional grid cell (re-establishing grid cell resolution that is equal to the sensor pixel 
resolution), and 2) reproducing the native satellite sensor pixel orientation of the MODIS 
images.  
The main advantages of using the footprint method for re-projecting MODIS images 
instead of using traditional gridding methods for field scale analysis are that the output of 
this method 1) shows exactly where the sensed area overlays the field, and 2) eliminates 
the problem of artifacts introduced by the gridding process during re-projection. Users are 
able to see the outline of each sensed area within the field, which assists them in carrying 
out more accurate field scale analysis. The problems of pixel weighting and repositioning 
introduced by gridding artifacts are eliminated by the footprint method during MODIS data 
re-projection. Since the pre-defined fixed grid cells are eliminated during the grid cell 
refinement process, the problem of a mismatch between the sensor pixel and the grid cells 
is eliminated. Figure 3.10 shows the re-projected MODIS image with step by step refined 
output pixel size, from a grid cell sampling resolution of 250 m to one of 10m. As the 
sampling resolution is increased, the original sensor pixel images are revealed. It shows 
how the orientation of fixed grid starts to disarrange and the native orientation of sensor 
pixels starts to appear with increasing sampling resolution during MODIS image re-
projection. While the re-projection of the image is done in 10m resolution, the analysis of 
data should be performed in the native resolution of sensor cells (250m, 500m, and 1000m), 
and considering the revealed footprint of geometric orientation of sensor cells. 
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Figure 3.10: Step by step refinement of grid cell resampling resolution 
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In the output MODIS image, each footprint sensor pixel contains hundreds of grid cells 
of 10m resolution with identical values that represent that particular sensor pixel. Fig 3.11 
illustrates an example of fine resolution grid cells within a footprint sensor pixel.  The field 
scale analysis is then performed in the native resolution of sensor cells (250m, 500m, and 
1000m) as determined from the 10m grid cells (finer grid cell resolution assigned for re-
projecting MODIS image). The re-projection of image in finer resolution (10m) assist in 
navigating the geometric orientation of sensor cells and avoids the problem of pixel 
contamination. Pixel footprints that only fall partly within a study area are easily identified 
and can be discarded since they do not fully represent emission and reflection from the 
field. 
During the development of the footprint method, the first two bands of MODIS images 
were used, both having a sensor pixel resolution of 250m. Sensor pixel resolutions of other 
MODIS bands are 500m and 1000m. When the spatial resolution of a pixel increases, the 
area of mismatch in geometric orientation between pre-defined grid cells and sensor pixels 
increases. An example is illustrated in Figure 3.12. The red box is sensor pixel location and 
the black box is a pre-defined grid cell location. 
This could lead to increases in differences between sensor pixel and grid cell values as 
the resolution increases. There is a possibility of pixel contamination from more 
neighboring area during grid value assignment in grid cells when the grid size increases. 
Similarly, the surface energy balance model uses the MODIS thermal band of 1000m pixel 
resolution and generates ET maps in 1000m spatial resolution grid cells. If the footprint 
method is applied and ET maps are produced and compared to maps generated with 1000m 
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grid cells, there is the possibility of large differences in estimated ET rates at the same 
location due to the aforementioned reason. 
 
 
Figure 3.11: 10 m grid cells within a sensor footprint pixel 
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Figure 3.12: Increase in mismatch area with increase in pixel spatial resolution 
 
3.5  Field Scale Accuracy Assessment of Footprint Methodology and Gridded 
Methodology 
An assessment of the improvement in the quality of the vegetation signal of the MODIS 
data for field scale analysis would be beneficial. For this purpose, vegetation parameters 
estimated using both the conventional gridded method and the footprint method were 
compared to field measured ground truth data. 
3.5.1 Study Area 
Green Leaf Area Index (LAI) data collected during the 2012 growing season at 
AmeriFlux field sites (US-Ne1 and US-Ne2) at Mead, Nebraska (Figure 3.13 and 3.14) 
were compared with LAI estimated with both the conventional gridded method and the 
footprint method. Field data of maize Green LAI were provided by Dr. Andrew E. Suyker 
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and Dr. Timothy J. Arkebauer from University of Nebraska-Lincoln, School of Natural 
Resources, and Department of Agronomy and Horticulture respectively as part of the 
Carbon Sequestration Program and AmeriFlux Network of Eddy Covariance towers [9]. 
Figure 3.15 shows the locations of sampling sites within two center pivot maize fields: US-
Ne1 and US-Ne2. The measured Green LAI parameter values from all six sampling sites 
within each field were averaged to represent the Green LAI value of the field. 
 
 
Figure 3.13: Location of the study site in Nebraska 
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Figure 3.14:  Field analysis study area location 
 
 
Figure 3.15: Ground truth locations within center pivot fields 
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LAI is calculated based on the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) which 
is a ratio of m2 leaf area to m2 ground area. The first two bands of MODIS data with spatial 
resolution of 250m were used to estimate NDVI. The range of the wavelength of the first 
band (b1) in the visible red region is 620 – 670 nm, and that of the second band (b2) near 
infrared region is 841 – 876 nm. Equations (2) and (3) show how NDVI and LAI are 
estimated with two MODIS bands based on work by Huete et al.[10-13] and Myneni et al. 
[14] respectively. 
𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =
(𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅−𝜌𝑅𝑒𝑑)
(𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅+𝜌𝑅𝑒𝑑)
=
(𝑏2−𝑏1)
(𝑏2+𝑏1)
                                                                        (2) 
𝐿𝐴𝐼 = 9.519𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼3 + 0.104𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼2 + 1.236𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 − 0.257             (3) 
Only grid cells and footprint pixels that fell completely within a field were selected, 
and their LAI values were averaged to represent the LAI value of the field.   Figure 3.16 
illustrates an example of selected grid cells and footprint cells in center pivot maize fields 
US-Ne1 and US-Ne2. 
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Figure 3.16: Grid cells and sensor pixels representing center pivot maize fields. (a) 
gridded data, and (b) footprint data 
 
The combination of MODIS - TERRA and AQUA satellites can provide image of an 
area on a daily basis, but the 𝜃𝑣 associated with an area will be variable from day to day. 
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Images coming from MODIS can have 𝜃𝑣 up to 56 degrees, far enough from Nadir to produce 
substantial pixel deformation. MODIS images with maximum  𝜃𝑣 less than 15 to 20 degrees 
is preferred to avoid pixel deformation [15]. Images of a particular area with 𝜃𝑣 within 20 
degrees can be retrieved in 3 to 4 day intervals, and therefore all the images with 𝜃𝑣 within 
20 degrees of mead irrigated maize fields were retrieved and analyzed for the 2012 growing 
season.  
 
3.5.2 Accuracy Assessment of Results 
In Appendix C Table C.1 and Table C.2 lists the values of LAI (equation of Myneni et 
al.) estimated from MODIS data using the footprint and gridded methods and the 
corresponding Green LAI values measured at the sampling sites during the 2012 growing 
season in field US-Ne1.  
LAI values (equation of Myneni et al.) estimated using the footprint and gridded 
methods, and Green LAI values sampled in the fields are plotted against cumulative 
Growing Degree Days (GDD) for field US-Ne1 and US-Ne2 in Figure 3.17 and Figure 
3.18 respectively.  
LAI data measured at the sampling sites and estimated from the MODIS data using the 
footprint and gridded data for days in which all three data were collected were used for 
statistical comparison. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 lists the observed Green LAI data and LAI 
estimated (equation of Myneni et al.) data using footprint and gridded methods for maize 
fields US-Ne1 and US-Ne2 respectively. Only five sampling points (days) were available 
in which all three data were available that could be used for statistical analysis 
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Figure3.17: LAI values estimated using the footprint and gridded methods, and ground 
truth measurements for field US-Ne1, using LAI equation of Myneni et al. 
 
 
Figure 3.18: LAI values estimated using the footprint and gridded method, and ground 
truth measurements for field US-Ne2, using LAI equation of Myneni et al. 
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Table 3.1: MODIS estimated and field ground truth LAI values for field US-Ne1 
Date Footprint LAI Gridded LAI Ground truth Green LAI 
5/10/2012 0.226 0.227 0.023 
6/11/2012 3.332 3.874 1.792 
6/27/2012 5.762 6.401 3.072 
7/20/2012 6.001 6.094 4.430 
7/26/2012 6.282 5.557 4.324 
 
 
Table 3.2: MODIS estimated and field ground truth LAI values for field US-Ne2 
Date Footprint LAI Gridded LAI Ground truth Green LAI 
5/10/2012 0.376 0.167 0.022 
6/4/2012 1.844 1.725 1.365 
7/3/2012 5.041 5.409 3.559 
7/10/2012 6.190 6.500 4.733 
8/2/2012 5.867 6.497 4.872 
 
Three statistical parameters were compared using the MODIS – estimated LAI and 
measured ground truth Green LAI data for both fields [16]; Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE), unbiased Root Mean Square Error (unRMSE), and Normalized Root Mean 
Square Error (nRMSE). Equations (4), (5) and (6) show how these statistical parameters 
were calculated.  
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √∑
(𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑒𝑠𝑡−𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓)2
𝑛
                                                                                   (4) 
𝑢𝑏𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √∑
[(𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑒𝑠𝑡−
1
𝑛
∑ 𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑒𝑠𝑡)−(𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓−
1
𝑛
∑ 𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓)]
2
𝑛
                                            (5) 
𝑛𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑀𝐴𝑋−𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑀𝐼𝑁                                                                                       (6) 
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where 𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑒𝑠𝑡 is the MODIS estimated LAI value, 𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the ground truth measured LAI 
value, 𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑀𝐴𝑋 is the maximum LAI value of measured ground truth, and 𝐿𝐴𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑀𝐼𝑁 is the 
minimum LAI value of measured ground truth. 
Table 3.3 show a side by side comparison of statistical results for fields US-Ne1 and 
US-Ne2 based on five sampling points. 
Table 3.3: Statistical comparison of LAI estimates from footprint and gridded data for 
field US-Ne1 and US-Ne2 ( LAI equation of Myneni et al.) 
 Field US-Ne1 Field US-Ne2 
 Footprint Gridded Footprint Gridded 
RMSE (m2/m2) 1.786 1.987 1.065 1.366 
ubRMSE (m2/m2) 0.856 1.025 0.473 0.739 
NRMSE (m2/m2) 0.405 0.451 0.220 0.282 
 
The statistical analysis based on the LAI values of five sampling points estimated by 
using equation of Myneni et al., shows that LAI values of the MODIS footprint method are 
closer to measured ground truth data than those of the MODIS gridded method in both 
center pivot maize fields. This suggests that the footprint method is more accurate than the 
conventional gridded method for field scale analysis. Statistical results of both fields show 
that there is an improvement in LAI estimation when the footprint method is applied. In 
field US-Ne1, using the footprint method to estimate LAI reduces the RMSE by 10.1%, 
the ubRMSE by 16.5% and the nRMSE by 10.2%. Similarly, in field US-Ne2 using the 
footprint method reduces the RMSE by 22%, the ubRMSE by 36%, and nRMSE by 22%.  
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Separate plots of LAI versus Cumulative GDD were created by fitting fourth order 
polynomial equations to estimated and measured LAI from Table C.1 and C.2 (Appendix 
C). Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20 show curve fits of LAI data against cumulative GDD. 
 
Figure 3.19: LAI (equation of Myneni et al.) as a function of growing degree days using 
the MODIS footprint and gridded methods and ground truth measurements (Field US-
Ne1) 
 
Figure 3.20: LAI (equation of Myneni et al.) as a function of growing degree days using 
the MODIS footprint and gridded methods and ground truth measurements (Field US-
Ne2) 
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After data gaps were filled by applying fourth order polynomial equations, 
statistical parameters of both fields were again calculated. Table 3.6 shows a side by side 
comparison of statistical results for fields US-Ne1 and US-Ne2. 
Table 3.4: Statistical comparison of fields with gap filled LAI data 
 Field US-Ne1 Field US-Ne2 
 Footprint Gridded Footprint Gridded 
RMSE (m2/m2) 1.331 1.468 1.110 1.351 
ubRMSE (m2/m2) 0.800 0.896 1.049 1.091 
NRMSE (m2/m2) 0.287 0.316 0.220 0.268 
 
The statistical results of both fields show smaller LAI error for the footprint method 
than for the gridded method. In field US-Ne1, error in LAI estimates decreased by 9.3% in 
RMSE, 10.7% in ubRMSE, and 9.2% in nRMSE when the footprint method was used. 
Similarly, in field US-Ne2, error in LAI estimates decreased by 17.8% in RMSE, 3.8% in 
ubRMSE, and 17.9% in nRMSE.  
 Viña et al. [17] developed an equation to estimate Green LAI based on the site specific 
measurement of Green LAI data and remotely sensed NDVI data from the Mead 
AmeriFlux fields. Measured Green LAI data of four growing seasons (year 2001 to year 
2004) were used in the study. Equation (7) show how Green LAI is calculated from NDVI 
data.  
𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝐿𝐴𝐼 =
ln[(1−
𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼−0.2064
0.7298
)
−1
]
0.6159
                                                                   (7) 
 
Based on this field specific Green LAI equation of Viña et al., Green LAI were 
estimated from MODIS data using footprint and gridded methods. Statistical analysis based 
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on Green LAI estimates was performed. Table C.3 and Table C.4 in Appendix C lists the 
values of Green LAI (equation of Viña et al.) estimated from MODIS data using the 
footprint and gridded methods and the corresponding Green LAI values measured at the 
sampling sites during the 2012 growing season in fields US-Ne1 and US-Ne2, respectively. 
Green LAI values (equation of Viña et al.) estimated using the footprint and gridded 
methods, and Green LAI values sampled in the fields are plotted against cumulative 
Growing Degree Days (GDD) for field US-Ne1 and US-Ne2 in Figure 3.21 and Figure 
3.22 respectively.  
 
Figure 3.21: Green LAI values estimated (equation of Viña et al.) using the footprint and 
gridded methods, and ground truth measurements for field US-Ne1  
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Figure 3.22: Green LAI values estimated (equation of Viña et al.) using the footprint 
and gridded method, and ground truth measurements for field US-Ne2 
 
Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 list the observed Green LAI data and Green LAI estimated 
(equation of Viña et al.) using footprint and gridded methods for maize fields US-Ne1 and 
US-Ne2 respectively. Only five sampling points (days) were available in which all three 
data were available that could be used for statistical analysis. 
Table 3.5: MODIS estimated (equation of Viña et al.) and field ground truth Green 
LAI values for field US-Ne1 
Date Footprint LAI Gridded LAI Ground truth Green LAI 
5/10/2012 0.114 0.115 0.023 
6/11/2012 0.574 1.809 1.792 
6/27/2012 2.780 3.216 3.072 
7/20/2012 2.933 2.996 4.430 
7/26/2012 3.129 2.657 4.324 
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Table 3.6: MODIS estimated (equation of Viña et al.) and field ground truth Green LAI 
values for field US-Ne2 
Date Footprint LAI Gridded LAI Ground truth Green LAI 
5/10/2012 0.220 0.068 0.022 
6/4/2012 0.951 0.900 1.365 
7/3/2012 2.370 2.571 3.559 
7/10/2012 3.063 3.293 4.733 
8/2/2012 2.847 3.290 4.872 
 
Table 3.7 shows a side by side comparison of statistical results for fields US-Ne1 and 
US-Ne2 based on five sampling points. 
Table 3.7: Statistical comparison of Green LAI estimates from footprint and gridded data 
for field US-Ne1 and US-Ne2 
 Field US-Ne1 Field US-Ne2 
 Footprint Gridded Footprint Gridded 
RMSE (m2/m2) 0.873 0.986 1.305 1.074 
ubRMSE (m2/m2) 1.723 0.805 0.814 0.608 
NRMSE (m2/m2) 0.198 0.224 0.269 0.222 
 
The results of statistical analysis of five sampling points based on the Green LAI values 
estimated by using equation of Viña et al. are different from that of previous analysis which 
is based on the LAI values estimated by using Myneni et al. In field US-Ne1, although the 
RMSE and NRMSE declined by 11.4% and 11.6% respectively; ubRMSE actually 
increased by 114% while comparing footprint method with gridded method. In the case of 
field US-Ne2, all statistical parameters increased when the footprint method was compared 
with the gridded method. The RMSE, ubRMSE, and NRMSE of footprint method 
increased by 21.5%, 33.9%, and 21.1% respectively. 
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As previously, separate plots of Green LAI versus Cumulative GDD were created by 
fitting fourth order polynomial equations to estimated and measured LAI from Table C.3 
and C.4 (Appendix C). Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 show curve fits of LAI data against 
cumulative GDD. Separate plots of LAI versus Cumulative GDD were created by fitting 
fourth order polynomial equations to estimated and measured LAI from Table C.1 and C.2 
(Appendix C). Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 show curve fits of LAI data against cumulative 
GDD. 
 
Figure 3.23: Green LAI (equation of Viña et al.) as a function of growing degree days 
using the MODIS footprint and gridded methods and ground truth measurements (Field 
US-Ne1) 
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Figure 3.24: Green LAI (equation of Viña et al.) as a function of growing degree 
days using the MODIS footprint and gridded methods and ground truth measurements 
(Field US-Ne2) 
After gaps were filled by applying fourth order polynomial equations, statistical 
parameters of both fields were again calculated. Table 3.8 shows a side by side comparison 
of statistical results for fields US-Ne1 and US-Ne2. 
 
Table 3.8: Statistical comparison of fields with gap filled Green LAI data 
 Field US-Ne1 Field US-Ne2 
 Footprint Gridded Footprint Gridded 
RMSE (m2/m2) 1.146 1.161 1.730 1.468 
ubRMSE (m2/m2) 0.786 0.852 1.093 0.957 
NRMSE (m2/m2) 0.247 0.25 0.343 0.291 
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This analysis should be done with data from multiple years for a more concrete 
conclusion of decreased error in LAI estimates with footprint methodology compared to 
that of gridded method. 
The statistical analysis of MODIS LAI estimates based on LAI equation of Myneni et 
al. and Green LAI field measurements indicates that the footprint methodology of handling 
MODIS datasets when applied for field scale analysis provides better results. On the 
contrary, the results of statistical analysis of MODIS Green LAI estimates based on Green 
LAI equation of Viña et al. does not support this conclusion. The equation of Viña et al. 
was developed as a Mead site specific equation using five years of field data, whereas the 
equation of Myneni et al. is a general LAI equation developed for world wide application. 
This could be the reason for different results of statistical analysis when the LAI equation 
of Myneni et al. and the Green LAI equation of Viña et al. are applied in MODIS data.  
 
3.5.3 Paired T-Test Analysis 
A paired t-test was performed to analyze if there is a significant improvement when 
the footprint method is used to estimate MODIS LAI values. The daily values of 
footprint and gridded MODIS LAI data estimated from fourth order polynomial curves 
and ground truth Green LAI estimated by applying fourth order polynomials were used 
for this test with a null hypothesis that the difference between gridded and ground truth 
data is the same as the difference between footprint and ground truth data. Statistical 
parameters needed to conduct the paired t-test were calculated which are described in 
steps below:  
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1. The absolute difference between footprint LAI and ground truth Green LAI values; 
and between gridded LAI and ground truth Green LAI value were calculated at 
each sampling point as; 
a. The absolute value of [footprint LAI – ground truth Green LAI] 
b. The absolute value of [gridded LAI – ground truth Green LAI] 
2. The difference of the products from a and b of step 1 were calculated at each 
sampling point as “b – a”. This was done so that a positive value in the mean difference 
would show that the difference between gridded method data and ground truth data is 
greater than the difference between footprint method data and ground truth data. 
3. The mean difference (d) and standard deviation (Sd) of all the values computed at 
step 2 were calculated. 
4. Standard error of the mean difference (SE(d)) [18] was calculated as; 
𝑆𝐸(𝑑) =
𝑆𝑑
√𝑛
                                                                               (8) 
where n is the number of sampling points 
5. The t-statistic value [19] was calculated as; 
𝑇 =
𝑑
𝑆𝐸(𝑑)
                                                                                         (9)                                                                                                 
6. The probability value (p-value) for the t-test was estimated by looking at the t-
distribution. 
First, the paired t-test was done for the MODIS LAI values calculated by using the 
LAI equation of Myneni et al. Table 3.9 lists the value of computed statistical 
parameters and the final calculated probability value of paired t-test for fields US-Ne1 
and US-Ne2.   
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Table 3.9: Statistical parameters and final p-value computed for MODIS LAI estimated 
using Myneni et al. LAI equation 
 Field US-Ne1 Field US-Ne2 
D 0.117 0.173 
Sd 0.162 0.485 
SE(d) 0.015 0.043 
T 7.796 4.066 
Degrees of Freedom 115 129 
p-value < 0.00001 0.000083 
 
It is seen from Table 3.9 that for both fields T values are very high, and p-values 
are very small. This implies that the level of significance is very high and shows evidence 
of improvement of the footprint method over gridded method; however, the improvement 
of LAI estimates is only 0.117 m2/m2 and 0.173 m2/m2 in fields US-NE1 and US-Ne2, 
respectively. The confidence interval for the mean difference was calculated to see within 
what limits of LAI data, the estimates the improvement of footprint method took place. A 
95% confidence interval for mean difference was calculated [20] as;   
95% confidence interval for true d = d ± [T* x SE(d)]                 (10) 
where T* is the 2.5% point of the t-distribution on n-1 degrees of freedom. A value of 1.96 
was chosen from a t-distribution table, since the degrees of freedom are very high for LAI 
data. Based on equation (10), with 95% certainty, the improvement of LAI estimates by 
the footprint method lies between LAI estimates of 0.088 m2/m2and 0.147 m2/m2. 
Similarly, for field US-Ne2, the improvement of LAI estimates by the footprint method 
lies between 0.090 m2/m2 and 0.256 m2/m2 with 95% certainty. 
 The statistical parameters and final p-value of paired t-test for fields US-Ne1 and 
US-Ne2 were again calculated for MODIS Green LAI calculated by using Viña et al. Table 
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3.10 lists the value of computed statistical parameters and final calculated probability value 
of paired t-test for fields US-Ne1 and US-Ne2.   
Table 3.10: Statistical parameters and final p-value computed for MODIS LAI 
estimated using Viña et al. LAI equation 
 Field US-Ne1 Field US-Ne2 
D 0.008 -0.250 
Sd 0.099 0.147 
SE(d) 0.009 0.013 
T 0.854 -19.405 
Degrees of Freedom 115 129 
p-value 0.39488 < 0.00001 
 
It is seen from Table 3.10 that in the case of Field US-Ne2, the mean difference (d) 
and T value are negative, which means that the footprint method did not improve Green 
LAI estimates compared to the gridded method. In the case of Field US-Ne1, the value of 
T is low and p-value is high which implies that the level of significance is low. The 
improvement of LAI estimates is only 0.008 m2/m2. By applying equation (10), the interval 
calculated for field US-Ne1 was (0.026, -0.01). With 95% certainty, the improvement of 
LAI estimates by the footprint method does not exceed 0.026 m2/m2.  
 
3.6 Potential Use of MODIS Data in Irrigation Water Management 
The precise estimation of water requirements for irrigated crops over large areas is still 
a paramount concern in agriculture, and methodologies based on remote sensing can assist 
in estimation of actual water requirements [21]. The scheduling of water irrigation based 
on the response of different indices to different growth stages of crops can potentially lead 
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to efficient use of irrigation water and higher crop yield. Landsat images are available once 
every two weeks, and data from multiple years are needed to generate crop characteristic 
curves. The advantage of the higher temporal resolution of MODIS satellite images is that 
it has a potential to generate crop characteristic curve with only data from one year. 
Huete et al. [22] developed the Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI), an index 
similar to NDVI but with added computation to minimize soil brightness influences. 
Equation (7) shows how SAVI is estimated using the first two bands of MODIS. 
𝑆𝐴𝑉𝐼 =
(1+L)(𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅−𝜌𝑅𝑒𝑑)
(𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅+𝜌𝑅𝑒𝑑+𝐿)
=
(1+𝐿)(𝑏2−𝑏1)
(𝑏2+𝑏1+𝐿)
                                                      (7) 
In equation (7) L is a canopy background adjustment factor, a value of 0.5 is used to 
minimize soil brightness variations and eliminate the need for additional calibration for 
different soils. 
Campos et al. [21] utilized 11 years of Landsat data and generated SAVI curve of 
different crops. Figure 3.25 shows SAVI plot of irrigated maize from 11 years, and Figure 
3.26 shows the development of SAVI curve combining 11 years of Landsat data. 
 
Figure 3.25: SAVI curve of irrigated maize for different growing seasons derived 
from Landsat images (2002 – 2012). (modified figure from Campos et. al., 2017, figure 1) 
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Figure 3.26: Refined crop characteristic curve of irrigated maize after combining 
multiple years of Landsat images. (modified figure from Campos et. al., 2017, figure 2) 
 
The SAVI index responds differently during different growth phases of maize crops. 
The initial phase is characterized by fast development of the SAVI values from bare soil 
conditions to the peak values of SAVI. The second phase is a plateau period characterized 
by relative stability with a slightly decreasing trend in SAVI values. In the third phase, 
SAVI values describe the crop senescence, reaching minimum values corresponding to 
bare soil conditions [21]. This plot is useful for identifying times in the growing season 
when different growth phases begin, allowing irrigation to be efficiently scheduled. 
The SAVI values were calculated for a growing season of year 2012 using MODIS data 
with footprint methods of reprojection for irrigated maize. Figure 3.27 shows a plot of 
SAVI response during different phases of the growing season of field US-Ne2.  
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Figure 3.27: SAVI curve of irrigated maize field US-Ne2 for a single growing season 
of year 2012 derived from MODIS images using footprint method 
 
 The SAVI plot of Figure 3.27 using only one year of MODIS data is comparable to 
SAVI plot of Figure 3.26 where 11 years of Landsat data were used to generate SAVI 
curve. The nature of SAVI index response of irrigated maize in initial, second, and third 
phase of growth described by Campos et al. [21] is captured in the SAVI plot using MODIS 
data of only one growing season. 
 
3.7 Conclusions 
This study explored the use of MODIS satellite images with good temporal 
resolution to compensate for the problem of coarse temporal resolution of Landsat satellite 
images in field scale analysis of agricultural crops. The existing method of re-projecting 
MODIS images in a grid cell format did not preserve the geometric orientation of sensor 
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pixels, posing a risk of pixel value contamination. To avoid this problem and enable the 
use of MODIS images for field scale analysis, a new method of re-projecting MODIS 
satellite images called the “footprint method” was developed. The new method preserves 
the geometric orientation of satellite sensor pixels.  
To evaluate the advantages of the footprint method over the gridded method of data re-
projection, field scale accuracy assessment was performed with LAI data from maize from 
fields in Mead, Nebraska from the year 2012. The measured Green LAI data from were 
closer to LAI estimate from MODIS data with the footprint method than to estimates from 
the gridded method. The Root Mean Square (RMSE), unbiased RMSE (ubRMSE), and 
normalized RMSE (NRMSE) from the footprint method of field US-Ne1 decreased by 
0.201 m2/m2, 0.169m2/m2, and 0.046 m2/m2 , respectively when compared to the gridded 
method. Similarly, for field US-Ne2, RMSE, ubRMSE, and NRMSE decreased by 0.301 
m2/m2, 0.266m2/m2, and 0.062 m2/m2  respectively. On the contrary, the results of statistical 
analysis of MODIS Green LAI estimates based on Green LAI equation of Viña et al. does 
not support this conclusion. The results of t-test analysis show that the improvement of 
MODIS LAI and Green LAI estimates from footprint method when compared to that of 
gridded method is relatively very small. 
After developing the footprint method and enabling MODIS data to be more 
accurate for field scale analysis of crops, the temporal resolution of MODIS satellite 
images was explored. Frequent MODIS satellite images within a growing season re-
projected with the footprint method were tested to analyze the characteristics of crops at 
different growth stages. The SAVI index estimated from MODIS images were able to show 
detailed curve characteristics of SAVI at different phases of the growing season for maize. 
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This analysis improves the capability of MODIS images to be used for monitoring crops 
on a more frequent basis. Scheduling of water irrigation based on different growth stages 
of crops will then be possible, leading to efficient use of irrigation water and higher crop 
yield. Furthermore, the impacts of droughts on crops can be closely analyzed at field and 
regional scales due to higher temporal resolution of MODIS images. 
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CHAPTER 4: POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF 
REMOTELY SENSED GRIDDED PRECIPITATION 
DATA IN WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
 
4.1 Abstract 
In this study the potential opportunities of applying remotely sensed gridded 
precipitation data in water resources modeling are explored. The differences in spatial 
patterns and volumes between precipitation maps generated by interpolating data from 
weather stations and precipitation maps generated by combination of radar technology and 
weather station were analyzed. The percent difference in annual average precipitation 
volume over 16 million acres of Republican Model area (area of RRCA model) was around 
14%, and the percent difference in annual average recharge volume was around 30% 
between two the sources of precipitation maps. The differences in patterns of precipitation 
and recharge maps generated were found to be substantial as well.  The level influence of 
precipitation rate in a soil water balance model and a groundwater model were analyzed in 
a sensitivity analysis. The deep percolation and runoff components of the field soil water 
balance are substantially affected for different types of crops and soils by different rates of 
precipitation. Similarly, evapotranspiration and deep percolation components are 
substantially affected in the case of irrigated and non-irrigated crop fields. The groundwater 
model simulated baseflow at different gage stations are also sensitive to different rates of 
precipitation. Artifacts such as bull’s eye effect and the influence of local storm events 
from a weather station during the interpolation process are some of the disadvantages of 
generating precipitation maps using the interpolation method. The remotely sensed gridded 
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method on the other hand is capable of capturing more spatial variability in detailed form 
at a regional scale.  
 
4.2 Introduction 
The traditional method of generating precipitation maps is to interpolate weather station 
precipitation data to create continuous data. The maps are then applied as input data to 
water resources models. Precipitation maps generated with remote sensing methods such 
as Doppler Radar technology are now widely available. There is an opportunity to use these 
remotely sensed gridded precipitation data in the field of water resources modeling. The 
research of this chapter explores the potential opportunities of using remotely sensed 
gridded precipitation data in water resources models. The importance of precipitation in 
water resources model output is analyzed by sensitivity analysis. Disadvantages of using 
an interpolation method for generating precipitation maps are identified and discussed, and 
the advantages of using combination of weather station and remotely sensed precipitation 
data instead of weather station interpolated data in water resources modeling are identified 
and discussed in different sections of this chapter.  
A disadvantage of generating precipitation maps by interpolating data between sparsely 
located weather stations is that the effects of localized storm events are difficult to 
represent. An example case of this problem is the complication introduced in the calibration 
of Co-operative Hydrology Study 2010 (COHYST2010) hydrologic model. During the 
model development, precipitation data from weather stations were interpolated to generate 
precipitation data for model grid cells. In the year 2002 there was a local storm event with 
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a large precipitation rate near the Ogallala weather station location. During the process of 
interpolating precipitation data, the higher precipitation rates were transferred to the 
surrounding area at a regional scale. To analyze this, the hourly precipitation data at 
different weather stations located in the COHYST2010 model region were summed up to 
annual precipitation volume for year 2002. The annual volumes of precipitation at different 
weather stations were then interpolated using Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) 
interpolation technique to make annual precipitation maps of year 2002. Two types of 
annual precipitation maps were generated; one excluding the data of Ogallala weather 
station, and another including the data of Ogallala weather station.  The annual 
precipitation map generated by excluding Ogallala station data was then subtracted from 
the map generated by including the Ogallala station Figure 4.1 shows the influence of the 
local storm event of 2002 near the Ogallala weather station after the process of 
interpolation.  
The artifacts introduced during the process of data interpolation can have impacts on 
water resources model results. Figure 4.2 shows the percent difference map of Net 
Irrigation Requirement (NIR) for year 2002 when the watershed model was simulated with 
and without including the Ogallala weather station data.  
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Figure 4.1: Effect of a local storm event near the Ogallala weather station caused by the 
interpolation process 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Percent difference in NIR in COHYST2010 model area of year 2002 
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These artifacts introduced during the process of interpolation influence the results of 
watershed and groundwater models. When the results of models are compared to the field 
data such as groundwater elevation and baseflows, there can be substantial differences 
between simulated results and field data, further complicating the process of calibration. 
When point based soil water balance model are upscaled to regional soil water balance 
model and hydrologic fluxes are estimated, a small error (less accurate) in the precipitation 
rate of point-based measurements can propagate to large errors in volumes of hydrologic 
components in regional scale. Since the results of a point-based soil water balance model 
are used to create the gridded regional watershed model, where different combinations of 
soils, crops, and irrigation settings exist in grid cells of the model area; it is essential to 
have precipitation data in model grid cells that closely represent real conditions.  
Radar sends send radio waves into the atmosphere in pulses and radio waves are sent 
back when the wave makes contact with a raindrop. The system calculates the distance and 
direction of the rain and uses the Doppler Effect to provide precipitation characteristics 
like reflectivity and droplet size [1]. The Precipitation Processing Subsystem (PPS), by 
using reflectivity-to-rainfall equation estimates the amount of rainfall [2]. 
Although it is not perfect, this dataset is one of the best sources of timely, high 
resolution precipitation information available. It is hard to quantify the accuracy of gridded 
data since it depends on the topography of the region (the accuracy of precipitation gets 
lower with increase in elevation) [3]. Besides topography, there are uncertainty and errors 
associated with radar and rain gauge data. Some examples of errors in radar data includes 
accuracy of the reflectivity - rainfall relationship in use, calibration of the radar, radar 
location and elevation, and radar's effective coverage (e.g., physical obstructions such as 
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mountains) [3]. Similarly, uncertainties in field rain gauge data such as gauge wetting, 
evaporative losses, precipitation under-catch, and freezing precipitation are present [4]. 
Seo et al. compared eleven months (May 2008 to August 2009) of high-density hourly 
rain gauge network data of Iowa City with radar based gridded precipitation data 
(NEXRAD Stage III product) provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA)’s National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) commonly used by 
hydrologic users. A correlation of 0.87 and root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.64 was 
found between radar based precipitation data and 14 rain gauges data [5]. Comparison of 
radar based gridded precipitation data (NEXRAD Stage III product) with ten 
meteorological stations in central New Mexico was done by Xie et al. with hourly data 
from 1995 to 2001. The comparison indicated that radar based precipitation data 
overestimates the seasonal precipitation accumulation by 11 to 88 percent in monsoon 
season and underestimates by 18 to 89 percent in the non-monsoon season [6]. Klazura et 
al. compared gauges data from 43 storms rain events across the country with NEXRAD 
radar data. In the case of 25 storm rain events with high-reflectivity gradient, the correlation 
between radar data and gauge data was 0.88, and in the case of 18 storm events with low-
reflectivity gradient, the correlation was 0.44 [7]. 
Studies have shown that algorithms which combine sensor inputs -- radar, gauge, 
satellite yield more accurate precipitation estimates than those which rely on a single sensor 
(i.e. radar-only, gauge-only, satellite-only [3]. PRISM precipitation gridded data is 
generated by combining ground gauge stations from multiple sources and radar products 
[8]. Comparison was done between PRISM precipitation data and 69 field stations located 
in western North Carolina. for years from 1951 to 1958.  The average monthly mean 
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absolute error (MAE) was found to be 3.31% [4]. Velasco-Forero et al. used the technique 
based on kriging with external drift to compute rainfall maps by blending radar and rain 
gauges which improved the correlation of radar with rain gauge data from 0.76 to 0.89 [9]. 
Kalin et al. modeled the hydrology in the Pocono Creek watershed located in 
Monroe County, PA; by applying NEXRAD gridded precipitation data in Soil Water 
Assessment Tool (SWAT) model. Of particular interest in in their research was to explore 
potential use of NEXRAD precipitation data as an alternative source of precipitation data 
to the conventional surface rain gauges [10]. NEXRAD estimated areal average 
precipitations are shown to compare well with the gauge measured ones at two climate 
stations in the study area. Hydrographs generated from both gauge and NEXRAD driven 
model simulations compared well with observed flow hydrographs. In the validation 
period, NEXRAD simulations generated higher model efficiencies at the monthly scale. 
On the other hand, simulations with gauge precipitations resulted in slightly better model 
efficiencies at the daily time scale.  
Similarly, Sexton et al. examined the implications of using surface rain gauge and 
NEXRAD precipitation data sets on the performance of the SWAT model by modeling the 
hydrology of German Branch watershed located in the Coastal Plain of Maryland on the 
eastern shore of Chesapeake Bay [11]. In the absence of a spatially representative network 
of rain gauges within the watershed, NEXRAD data produced good estimates of stream 
flow at the outlet of the watershed. Three NEXRAD datasets; non-corrected, bias-
corrected, and inverse distance weighted corrected NEXRAD data, produced were used in 
the model. Nash‐Sutcliffe efficiency coefficients for daily stream flow simulation using 
these three NEXRAD data ranged from 0.46 to 0.58 during calibration and from 0.68 to 
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0.76 during validation. Overall, correcting NEXRAD with rain gauge data is promising to 
produce better hydrologic modeling results. Furthermore, The PRISM gridded 
precipitation was applied in the Central Valley Hydrologic model developed by US 
Geological Survey. The monthly PRISM precipitation data of 11 years from 1962 to 2003 
was applied in the model to access the groundwater availability of Central Valley, CA. 
[12]. 
 
4.3 Comparison of Gridded and Weather Station Interpolated Precipitation 
Data 
It is important to make comparison both quantitatively and qualitatively the difference 
between the precipitation maps generated from Weather Station Interpolation method 
(WSI), and radar and weather station data blended method (gridded). It is important to 
understand this difference before applying the precipitation maps generated from gridded 
method in water resources models. The following sub-sections describe the methods and 
results of comparing the precipitation maps generated from WSI and gridded method. 
4.3.1 Methods 
The Republican River Compact Administration groundwater model (RRCA model) 
was used to compare the use of gridded and WSI products in a water resources model. The 
Republican River groundwater model area covers parts of three states; Colorado, Nebraska, 
and Kansas, as shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Spatial coverage of Republican River groundwater model in Colorado, 
Nebraska, and Kansas 
 
The National Weather Service through the Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service 
provides Stage IV 1 km spatial resolution gridded precipitation data in daily, monthly, and 
yearly time intervals. The gridded precipitation maps are generated by utilizing the 
combination of remotely sensed precipitation data from radar technology and point weather 
station data [13]. The comparison of precipitation maps between gridded and WSI method 
was done on yearly basis for three years from 2005 to 2007. The monthly gridded 
precipitation maps in raster format were added to generate yearly precipitation maps for 
RRCA model area. 
In the case of the WSI method, only point weather stations are used for generating 
precipitation maps. The precipitation data are interpolated between point measurements 
from weather stations using inverse distance weighted interpolation techniques. 
Precipitation data in hourly interval were summed up to yearly values for weather stations 
in and around RRCA model area. Inverse distance weighted interpolation technique was 
then applied to generate yearly precipitation maps for year 2005 to 2007.   
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 The gridded and WSI precipitation data for three years from 2005 to 2007 were 
compiled to analyze the differences in spatial patterns and volumes of rainfall in the 
groundwater model area on a yearly basis. Precipitation maps generated were compared in 
a spatial sense to see where in the RRCA model area is substantial difference in 
precipitation. The yearly volume in the entire RRCA model area between precipitation 
maps generated by WSI and gridded method for three years were calculated, including the 
volume difference in precipitation for years 2005, 2006, and 2007 respectively. 
In the Republican groundwater model, aquifer recharge is estimated using the relation 
between soil type and precipitation rate. Figure 4.4 illustrates the spatial distribution of soil 
types within the model area [14], and Figure 4.5 shows the precipitation and recharge 
relationship curves for different types of soils [15]. 
 
Figure 4.4: Spatial distribution of soil types in the Republican River model area (RRCA 
Ground Water Model, 2003, Appendix E) 
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Figure 4.5: Precipitation-Recharge curves for different soil types used in Republican 
River model (RRCA Ground Water Model, 2003, Appendix F) 
 
For gridded method, available monthly precipitation maps were retrieved.  For WSI 
method, precipitation data in hourly interval were summed up to monthly values for 
weather stations in and around RRCA model area. Inverse distance weighted interpolation 
technique was then applied to generate monthly precipitation maps for year 2005 to 2007. 
The monthly precipitation values from gridded and WSI method were then assigned to the 
RRCA model grid cells and model was simulated for three years from 2005 to 2007 in 
monthly stress periods. The RRCA model incorporates soil coverage data and applies the 
precipitation and recharge relationship curve, and then accounts the groundwater pumping 
data and produce monthly recharge maps. The model output of monthly recharge maps was 
then aggregated to generate yearly recharge maps of 2005 to 2007.  
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4.3.2 Results 
4.3.2.1 Precipitation Analysis 
The spatial distribution of yearly precipitation in RRCA model area generated from 
WSI and gridded methods for year 2005, 2006, and 2007 are shown in Figure 4.6, Figure 
4.7, and Figure 4.8 respectively. The patterns of spatial distribution of annual precipitation 
are markedly different. For example, in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.8 the bull’s eye effect of 
interpolation from point locations is clearly visible, especially in years 2005 and 2007 for 
the WSI method. The spatial pattern of precipitation appears to be overly simplified due to 
the lack of sufficient weather stations in some regions. The spatial distribution pattern of 
precipitation given by the gridded method, on the other hand, shows variability of 
precipitation in the model area with much more detailed information and assumed to be a 
better representation of reality. The differences in spatial patterns of precipitation between 
gridded and WSI methods from year 2005 to 2007 are illustrated in Figures 4.9 to 4.11. 
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Figure 4.6: Spatial distribution of yearly precipitation rate from WSI and gridded 
Data of year 2005 
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Figure 4.7: Spatial distribution of yearly precipitation rate from WSI and gridded 
Data of year 2006 
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Figure 4.8: Spatial distribution of yearly precipitation rate from WSI and gridded 
Data of year 2007 
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Figure 4.9: Spatial distribution of difference in precipitation between WSI and 
gridded method for year 2005 
 
 
Figure 4.10: Spatial distribution of difference in precipitation between WSI and 
gridded method for year 2006 
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Figure 4.11: Spatial distribution of difference in precipitation between WSI and 
gridded method for year 2007 
 
Table 4.1 shows the total annual volume of precipitation over the groundwater model 
area determined from WSI and gridded data as well as the differences in volume measured 
by the two methods and percent difference in precipitation volumes. 
Table 4.1: Yearly precipitation volume of WSI and gridded Data in groundwater model 
area 
Precipitation (ac-ft) 
 2005 2006 2007 
WSI Method 33,586,506 31,374,186 34,477,333 
Gridded Method 38,937,755 35,021,639 39,561,740 
Difference 5,351,249 3,647,453 5,084,407 
Percent Difference 15.93% 11.63% 14.57% 
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The differences in annual volume of precipitation in the model area measured by the 
gridded and WSI method are relatively large. In every year that was analyzed, precipitation 
volume measured with the gridded method was higher than that from the WSI method. In 
watershed modeling and water balance studies, these two sources of precipitation data may 
result in substantially different rate and volume estimates of water budget components. 
Considering the precipitation analysis of data from three years from Table 4.1, it is seen 
that the range of increase in precipitation volume percentage of gridded method compared 
to WSI method is 10% to 20%. To keep the analysis relevant to this range, the sensitivity 
analysis of soil water balance model and groundwater model baseflow to precipitation data 
was done in this range of 10% and 20% increase in precipitation, which are discussed in 
sections 4.4 and 4.5. 
When these two sources of precipitation data are used for watershed model construction 
and calibration, estimates of model parameters can be strongly affected during the model 
calibration process. Because of the more detailed information included in the spatial pattern 
of precipitation from gridded data, the watershed model benefits more during model 
calibration when it is calibrated to stream gage flows at different locations.  
4.3.2.2 Recharge Analysis 
Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.14 illustrate spatial differences in recharge within the model 
coverage area as determined from gridded and WSI precipitation data for the years 2005 
to 2007.  
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Figure 4.12: Spatial distribution of yearly recharge rate as determined from WSI and 
gridded precipitation of year 2005 
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Figure 4.13: Spatial distribution of yearly recharge rate as determined from WSI and 
gridded precipitation of year 2006 
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Figure 4.14: Spatial distribution of difference in recharge between WSI and gridded 
method for year 2005 
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The patterns of spatial distribution of annual recharge are different between WSI and 
gridded method. Notably the bull’s eye effect of interpolation from point locations is not 
seen in the recharge maps. The soil and groundwater pumping data which are in grid cell 
format of RRCA model have reduced the interpolation artifacts spatially during watershed 
model simulation while generating recharge maps, although quantitively the effect of 
precipitation values introduced by bull’s eye effect is still transferred in water budget of 
hydrological components.  
The differences in spatial patterns of precipitation between gridded and WSI methods 
from year 2005 to 2007 are illustrated in Figures 4.15 to 4.17. 
 
Figure 4.15: Spatial distribution of difference in recharge between WSI and gridded 
method for year 2005 
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Figure 4.16: Spatial distribution of difference in recharge between WSI and gridded 
method for year 2006 
 
 
Figure 4.17: Spatial distribution of difference in recharge between WSI and gridded 
method for year 2007 
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In general, the pattern of spatial difference in recharge maps between WSI and gridded 
methods for three years follows similar to that of precipitation difference maps. The 
difference in spatial distribution of recharge between gridded and WSI have carried over 
(transferred) from the difference in spatial pattern of precipitation between gridded and 
WSI.  
Table 4.2 shows the total annual volume of recharge for the groundwater model area 
as determined from WSI and gridded precipitation data as well as the differences in 
recharge volume measured by the two methods and percent difference in recharge volume. 
Table 4.2: Annual groundwater recharge volume determined from WSI and gridded 
precipitation data for the model coverage area 
Recharge (ac-ft) 
 2005 2006 2007 
WSI Method 2,563,094 2,418,881 3,527,680 
Gridded Method 3,914,614 3,036,267 3,948,214 
Difference 1,351,520 617,386 420,534 
Percent Difference 52.73% 25.52% 11.92% 
 
Similar to the comparison of different sources of precipitation data, the differences in 
yearly volume of recharge in the model area between the gridded and WSI methods are 
substantial. The spatial distribution of recharge is also different between recharge maps 
produced by applying the gridded and WSI precipitation data. When these two different 
sources of precipitation data are applied for development and calibration of the 
groundwater flow model, the groundwater budget estimates of different hydrological 
components can be significantly different. Because of the more detailed information 
included in spatial patterns of precipitation from the gridded data, recharge maps generated 
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from using it could also provide more detailed spatial information, which could be more 
helpful during the calibration phase of the groundwater model, where the model is 
calibrated to the groundwater elevation and baseflows at different locations within the 
model area.  
 
4.4 Sensitivity Analysis of the Soil Water Balance Model to Precipitation Data 
4.4.1 Methods 
The Crop Simulation (CROPSIM) model version 7.0 (Martin et. al, 1984) [16], was 
used to perform sensitivity analysis of precipitation and to analyze its effects on different 
hydrologic components such as Deep Percolation (DP), Evapotranspiration (ET), and 
Runoff (RO) for different combinations of irrigation, crop type (maize, soybean, alfalfa, 
and pasture), and soil type. CROPSIM is a point-based soil water balance model developed 
by Dr. Derrel Martin at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. This is a customized model 
which is calibrated to the settings of Nebraska, and most of the regionalized soil water 
balance model of Nebraska is based on the output results of this model.  
Within the CROPSIM program, soils are classified by three characteristics: 
1.  Available Water Holding Capacity; number of  
1
4
 inch increments per foot of soil 
2. Hydrologic Soil Group (1-a, 2-b, 3-c, 4-d), and 
3. Distance to Groundwater (1= less than 6 inches, 2= more than 6 inches) 
Examples of types of soils with different soil codes include: 
621 soil: 1.5’; Valentine, Thurman, Nora, Boelus-loamy fine sand, Silt loam; < 6’ 
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622 soil: 1.5’;  Santana, Rosebud, Kuma-loam, Silt loam, Clay loam; > 6’ 
642 soil: 1.5’; Sansara, Labu, Boyd-silty clay, Clay; > 6’ 
722 soil: 1.75’; Valentine, Holdrege, Hersh-fine loamy sand, Silt loam; > 6’ 
422 soil: 1.0’; Valentine-fine sand, > 6’ 
The CROPSIM model was simulated in daily time steps with weather data for 1950 to 
2013 from the Gothenburg, Nebraska weather station. Multipliers for precipitation rate 
from 1.1 and 1.2 i.e. increase in precipitation by 10% and 20% respectively were applied 
and the CROPSIM model was run. Increasing precipitation by 10% and 20% during 
sensitivity analysis was to keep the analysis relevant to the analysis results of difference in 
yearly precipitation volume where the percentage range of increase in precipitation volume 
of gridded method compared to WSI method was found to be 10% to 20%.  
The results of the model simulation were compiled as annual results. The graph in 
Figure 4.18 shows how precipitation changes annually from 1950 to 2013 with baseline 
precipitation data and multipliers applied to it. Figure 4.19 shows the annual average 
precipitation rate of the baseline run and for runs with different multipliers applied to the 
precipitation. The data labels on the tops of the bar plots show change in precipitation as a 
percentage compared to baseline precipitation value. A constant soil type of loam (soil 
code 622) was applied for irrigated and non-irrigated maize model simulations, and change 
in crop type model simulations. Similarly, irrigated status of crops was applied for all crops 
during change in crops model simulations, and irrigated maize was applied during change 
in soil type model simulations. This was done during sensitivity analysis to isolate and only 
analyze the effect of CROPSIM model parameter being changed. All of the results of the 
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sensitivity analysis of precipitation which are described in the sub-sections below are 
illustrated in this graph format.  
 
Figure 4.18: Annual baseline precipitation rate and multiplier rates from 1950 to 2013 
for the Gothenburg weather station data 
 
 
Figure 4.19: Average annual precipitation of baseline run and runs with multipliers 
applied 
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4.4.2 Results 
4.4.2.1 Effects of Precipitation Rates in an Irrigation Setting 
As the state of Nebraska continues to grow and develop, understanding and 
management of available water resources is necessary to maintain and sustain an effective 
supply for its water users.  In the state of Nebraska, the majority of the land area can be 
classified as agriculture.  The land area can be generally classified as irrigated cropland, 
non-irrigated cropland, and non-irrigated pasture.  The climate of Nebraska yields varying 
suitability to non-irrigated agricultural production.  Fortunately, Nebraska is located over 
several aquifers which are used to supplement insufficient precipitation with irrigation 
water. Nebraska is among the national leaders in irrigated acres; rendering the analysis of 
the use of irrigation water of significant importance to water management in the state. Crop 
water demand not met by precipitation is supplemented by irrigation water in irrigated crop 
fields, whereas it is left as it is in non-irrigated crop fields. Therefore, it is important to 
estimate and understand how sensitive the hydrologic components are to different rates of 
precipitation for different irrigation setting. 
Sensitivity analysis of precipitation rates in different irrigation settings (irrigated and 
non-irrigated) shows that DP and ET components have substantially different response to 
different rates (multipliers) of precipitation when the irrigation settings are different. Figure 
4.20 shows the annual average DP rate of irrigated and non-irrigated maize in a field with 
different multipliers applied to the precipitation. The data labels on the tops of the bar plots 
show a change in DP as a percentage compared to the baseline DP value.  
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Figure 4.20: Response of DP to a range of precipitation multipliers for irrigated and 
non-irrigated maize 
 
Figure 4.20 shows that with different precipitation multipliers, the percent change of 
DP is not similar between irrigated and non-irrigated maize. The percent increase of DP 
for non-irrigated maize is significantly higher than for irrigated maize. With increasing 
precipitation rates the percent increase in DP between irrigated and non-irrigated maize are 
substantially different. For example, when the precipitation rate is increased by 20%, there 
is a 301% increase in DP for non-irrigated maize, whereas there is a 87% increase in DP 
for irrigated maize, as shown in Figure 4.20. 
Similarly, precipitation rates affect ET components differently for irrigated and non-
irrigated fields. Figure 4.21 shows the average annual ET rates of irrigated and non-
irrigated maize in fields with different precipitation.  
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Figure 4.21: Response of ET to precipitation multipliers for irrigated and non-irrigated 
maize 
 
In the case of an irrigated maize field, precipitation multipliers have less effect on the 
percent change in the ET component, since the field is being irrigated with more water for 
full crop growth when the precipitation starts to decline. On the other hand, since non-
irrigated maize fields are only dependent on precipitation for water consumption, the 
percent changes in ET compared to baseline values are sizable when compared to those of 
irrigated maize fields. It shows in Figure 4.21 that when precipitation increase by 20%,  ET 
of irrigated maize is not much effected, but for non-irrigated maize ET increased by 11%.  
For the irrigated scenarios precipitation ET remains constant (Full ET) and the portion of 
ET met by precipitation is changing.  If a larger portion is met by precipitation, then the 
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portion met by irrigation would decrease.  Improving the accuracy of the precipitation data 
will improve the accuracy of estimating irrigation needs. 
 
4.4.2.2 Effects of Precipitation Rates on Different Crop Types 
DP and RO components have different responses to different rates (multipliers) of 
precipitation for different crops. Figure 4.22 shows the annual average DP rates for alfalfa, 
maize, and soybeans with different multipliers applied to the precipitation. It shows that 
with different precipitation multipliers, the percent change of DP for alfalfa is much higher 
than that for maize and soybeans, when the precipitation starts increasing above the 
baseline. For example, when the precipitation rate is increased by 20%, the percent increase 
in DP is by 250% for alfalfa, whereas percent increase in DP is by 87% and 47% for maize 
and soybeans respectively. 
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Figure 4.22: Response of DP to precipitation multipliers for different crop types 
 
Similarly, different rates of precipitation cause different percent changes in annual 
average RO for the pasture, maize, and soybean (Figure 4.23). The percent increase of RO 
is significantly higher than for all crops for the same precipitation multiplier. When the 
precipitation rate is increased by 20%, the RO increases by 67%, 58% and 54% for pasture, 
maize, and soybeans respectively. 
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Figure 4.23: Responses of RO to precipitation multipliers for different crop types 
 
Net Irrigation Requirement (NIR) is not a hydrologic component but a term used in 
agriculture which represents the net amount of water that needs to be provided to 
supplement the soil moisture for full growth of crops. Figure 4.24 shows the response of 
percent change in NIR from baseline values for alfalfa, maize and soybean with different 
rates of precipitation. The percent increase in NIR for maize is significantly higher than for 
alfalfa and soybeans with increasing precipitation. 
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Figure 4.24: Response of NIR to precipitation multipliers for different crop types 
 
 
4.4.2.3 Effects of Precipitation Rates in Different Soil Types  
DP and RO components have different responses to different multipliers of 
precipitation for different types of soils (Figure 4.25). Soil codes 612, 622, and 642 in the 
figure represent hydrologic soil groups sandy, silt loam, and clay soils respectively.  
 The percent change of DP for clay (code 642) soil is much higher than for sandy (code 
621) soil with different precipitation multipliers, when the precipitation increases above 
the baseline value. The percent increase trend of DP for silt loam (code 622) soil is between 
those of sand and clay soil. For example, when the precipitation is increased by 20%, the 
percent increase in DP is by 111% for clay, whereas percent increase in DP is by 59% and 
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87% for sandy (code 621) and silt loam (code 622) soils, respectively, as shown in the 
Figure 4.25. 
 
Figure 4.25: Response of DP to changes in precipitation multipliers for soil types 
 
Similarly, different multipliers of precipitation substantially impact percent changes in 
the RO component for the different soils (Figure 4.26). The percent changes in RO for 
sandy (code 612) soil are much higher than for clay (code 642) soil with increasing 
precipitation multipliers when the precipitation is above baseline values. The percent 
increase trend of DP for silt loam (code 622) soil is between that of sand and clay soils, as 
shown in the graph. The soil curve numbers are directly related to the type of soil. Sandy 
soils which falls in hydrologic group “a” are more prone to infiltrate (low curve number). 
These soils tend to be well developed soils with good pore space. On the other hand, clay 
soils which falls in hydrologic group “d” tends to restrict infiltration yielding higher runoff. 
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The percent change is higher in the sandy (code 612) soil because the baseline has a 
relatively small amount of runoff compared to the clay (code 642) soil. Therefore, the 
proportional change is greater on the sandy soil; but the absolute depth change is greater 
on the clay soil. 
 
Figure 4.26: Responses of RO to variations in the Precipitation multipliers for different 
soil types 
 
DP hydrologic components also have different responses to different multipliers of 
precipitation for soils with different water holding capacity (WHC) (Figure 4.27). The 
percent change of DP for silt loam soil with 1.75 inches of WHC is much higher than for 
same soil with 1.0 inch of WHC at different precipitation multipliers. The percent increase 
trend of DP for silt loam soil with 1.5 inches of WHC is between DP of same soil with 
WHC of 1.75 inches and 1.0 inch. 
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Figure 4.27: Response of DP to varying multipliers of precipitation for soils with 
different Water Holding Capacity 
 
The sensitivity analysis of different hydrologic components to variations in the 
precipitation rate using a soil water balance model shows that the responses of hydrologic 
components like ET, RO, and DP for different combinations of irrigation, crop, and soil 
types can be sizeable.  
 
4.4.3 Summary of Sensitivity Analysis of the Soil Water Balance Model to 
Precipitation 
The average annual flux rate (in/yr) of hydrologic components (ET, DP, RO, and NIR) 
from the CROPSIM model simulation with variable precipitation multipliers and different 
parameters are listed in Table 4.3. The tested model parameters were ranked based on the 
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level of response (change in magnitude of flux rate from baseline) as indicated by the 
sensitivity analysis; their ranks are as given in last column in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3: Response of hydrologic components in flux rates to variable precipitation 
multipliers 
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Similarly, Table 4.4 summarizes the same results of sensitivity analysis but the flux 
rate expressed as a percent change from the baseline condition.  
Table 4.4: Response of hydrologic components in percent change of flux rates to 
variable precipitation multipliers 
 
 
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show that areas with maize crop under non-irrigated management 
on soils with high WHC (1.75 inches) are highly impacted by the precipitation rates with 
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increase in flux rate up to 301% when precipitation is increased by 20%. Of all the 
hydrologic components, DP was found to be highly impacted by the change in precipitation 
rates. This is an important issue in the field of water resources modeling. It can make the 
process of model calibration difficult. For example, the increase in groundwater recharge 
volume (DP) in Republican River model were around 53%, 26%, and 12% for year 2005, 
2006, and 2007 respectively (Table 4.2) when precipitation data source was switched from 
WSI to gridded method. This can increase the level of groundwater of model aquifer and 
increase the baseflow of the river system in groundwater model, and make the process of 
groundwater model calibration difficult. 
Beside performing sensitivity analysis by applying multipliers of 1.1 and 1.2, a full 
range of precipitation multipliers were applied from 0.5 (half the precipitation) to 1.5 
(increase precipitation by half) and analysis results were compiled. The results are included 
in Appendix F. 
 
4.5 Sensitivity Analysis of Precipitation to Baseflow of a River System 
4.5.1 Methods 
The effects of different precipitation multipliers on baseflow of a river system were 
analyzed using a water resources model. The Cooperative Hydrology Study 2010 
(COHYST2010) model was developed for water resources management of the Platte River 
in the state of Nebraska. One of the objectives of this model was to estimate the effects of 
agricultural pumping on the baseflow of the Platte River. Figure 4.28 shows the spatial 
coverage of the COHYST2010 model in Nebraska. 
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To study the effects of precipitation on baseflow, the precipitation rates provided by 
weather stations used in the COHYST2010 groundwater model were multiplied by factors 
of 1.1 and 1.2. The point-based soil water balance CROPSIM model was then used to 
generate recharge and pumping rates for the watershed model. The output of the simulation 
model from years 1984 to 2005 was processed, and baseflows at different gage locations; 
North Platte, Brady, Cozad, Overton, Odessa, Grand Island, and Duncan as shown in 
Figure 4.28 were analyzed. 
 
Figure 4.28: Spatial coverage of COHYST2010 model in Nebraska state 
 
 
4.5.2 Results 
Figure 4.29 shows a general representation of simulated (a) monthly baseflows and (b) 
cumulative annual baseflows at different gage locations using the baseline precipitation, 
the 1.1 and 1.2 multipliers for the seven gage locations on the Platte River. In each figure, 
the upper graph is the simulated monthly baseflow, and the lower graph is the cumulative 
annual baseflow.  
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Figure 4.29: Baseflow comparison at the Cozad gaging station. (a) monthly baseflow 
and (b) cumulative annual baseflow 
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In general, increase in stream baseflow is observed at different gage locations when 
precipitation was increased by 10% and 20%. The average annual baseflow volume from 
COHYST2010 groundwater model at different gage locations with variable precipitation 
multipliers are listed in Table 4.5.  
Table 4.5: Response of model baseflow in annual average volume to variable 
precipitation multipliers at different gage locations 
 
 
Similarly, Table 4.6 summarizes the same results of sensitivity analysis but the annual 
baseflow volume expressed as a percent change from the baseline condition.  
Table 4.6: Response of model baseflow in percent change to variable precipitation 
multipliers at different gage locations 
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 At the North Platte gage location, there was increase in annual average baseflow 
from 1,497 ac-ft to 1,650 ac-ft (10%) and 1,803 ac-ft (20%) when precipitation was 
increased by 10% and 20% respectively in COHYST2010 model. The Brady gage location 
had similar percentage increase in baseflow. In the case of Overton and Duncan gage 
locations, the increase in stream baseflow was around 40% and 80% when the precipitation 
was increased by 10% and 20% respectively. The Platte river in Grand Island area is a 
losing reach where water enters aquifer from the stream. Increases in precipitation of 10% 
and 20% led to decreases in loss of water to the aquifer by 46% and 91% respectively. 
The analysis of different multipliers in precipitation and model simulations shows that 
the precipitation strongly influences the rate of baseflow discharge to the river system at 
different gage locations. It is essential that the precipitation data that are input to the water 
resources model represent close to real conditions. Since the baseflow of the model 
simulation is sensitive to precipitation rates, refined high quality precipitation data would 
be helpful in development of a well-calibrated groundwater model that better represents 
the real conditions.   
Besides performing sensitivity analysis by applying multipliers of 1.1 and 1.2, a full 
range of precipitation multipliers were applied from 0.5 (half the precipitation) to 1.5 
(increase precipitation by half) and analysis results were compiled. The results are included 
in Appendix G. 
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4.6 Summary and Conclusions 
The precipitation maps generated using the WSI method appear to be very simplified 
due to the lack of a dense distribution of weather stations in some regional areas. The 
gridded method which is the combination of remotely sensed and weather stations data, on 
the other hand, is capable of capturing more variability in detail at a regional scale. 
Furthermore, artifacts such as the bull’s eye effect and the influence of localized storm 
events near weather stations on the results of the interpolation process are some of the 
disadvantages of generating precipitation maps using the WSI method.  
While analyzing and comparing the precipitation maps generated with WSI method 
and gridded method, patterns of spatial distributions of precipitation were found to be 
substantially different. The volumes of precipitation attributed to different areas were also 
substantially different. The percent difference in average annual precipitation volume over 
16 million acres of Republican Model area (area of RRCA model) was around 14%, and 
the percent difference in average annual recharge volume was around 30% between two 
sources of precipitation maps. The differences in patterns of precipitation and generated 
recharge maps were also found to be substantial.   
The results of point-based soil water balance models are used as input data for regional 
water resources models where different combinations of soils, crops, and irrigation settings 
exist in grid cells of the model. Different multipliers of precipitation have strong impacts 
on the responses of hydrological components. Different crops, soils, and irrigation settings 
respond differently to increasing or decreasing the precipitation rate. The sensitivity 
analysis performed using a soil water balance model showed that deep percolation and 
runoff components are strongly affected for different types of crops and soils by different 
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rates of precipitation. Similarly, evapotranspiration and deep percolation components are 
strongly affected in the case of irrigated and non-irrigated crop fields. The baseflows 
simulated by the model at different gaging stations are also sensitive to different multipliers 
of precipitation. It is essential to have precipitation data that closely represent real 
conditions for accurate results during water resources model development. 
When these two different sources of precipitation data are applied to water resources 
models, the results of the model simulations were markedly different. The volume and rates 
estimates of water budgets from the model were different, contributing to uncertainty in 
the results provided by the model. Similarly, during the process of model development it 
is essential to have input data that provide more detailed information regarding spatial 
precipitation patterns. Water resources models are calibrated to field observation data at 
different locations within the model area, therefore precipitation data with more detailed 
spatial information are helpful to develop a well calibrated model. 
During model development at a regional scale, precipitation maps generated with the 
WSI method from a dense network of weather stations are helpful since they can capture 
more spatial information about the precipitation. If there are a limited number of weather 
stations in the model area, remotely sensed gridded precipitation data are valuable. Since 
the gridded precipitation data preserve spatial rainfall patterns at both local and regional 
scales, they can aid in development of water resources models with more accurate water 
budget estimates of hydrological components and better calibration statistics. 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
5.1 Overall Conclusion 
People responsible for managing the earth’s natural resources and planning future 
development recognize the importance of accurate spatial information [1]. The effective 
management of natural resources at local, regional, and global scales highly depends on 
the accuracy of data that are in spatial and temporal domain, upon which assessments are 
done to develop effective plans and policies. With the current advancement in image 
processing and hardware computational ability, remote sensing technology could be used 
to generate highly accurate environmental data with more refinement in spatial and 
temporal domain. Two major important data; climate and land use, when produced with 
improved spatial accuracy and frequency, could be useful to perform assessments related 
to water resources management with more accurate results. Some examples are: accurately 
identifying acres related to different irrigated and non-irrigated crops from field to regional 
scales, development of water resources models that represent the real environment with 
more accuracy, etc.  
In this study, the potential of remote sensing technology for generating more accurate 
data that could be used for agricultural water resources management was investigated. A 
remote sensing classification method was developed that integrates surface energy balance 
(SEB) partitioning and vegetation indices to classify irrigated and non-irrigated croplands 
at high spatial resolution (Chapter 2). In the method, the Normalized Difference Vegetation 
Index (NDVI) and Green Index (GI), indices sensitive to phenological development of 
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crops, were combined with SEB fluxes, which account for soil moisture stress, and energy 
and mass exchange between the vegetation surface and the atmosphere over irrigated and 
non-irrigated surfaces. The phenological contrasts and variation in SEB fluxes over non-
irrigated and irrigated surfaces are combined and evaluated in this study to classify irrigated 
and non-irrigated crops. The method was applied to a region with wide climate variation 
and to multiple growing seasons. The results revealed that across multiple growing seasons, 
the classification method was 92.1% accurate and explained 97% variation in National 
Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) county irrigation statistics.  
A new method of re-projecting Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) satellite images that preserves the geometric orientation of the satellite sensor 
pixel (referred to as the “footprint method”) was developed (Chapter 3). There are two 
advantages of this method over the existing gridded method of re-projecting MODIS 
images. First is the elimination of artifacts introduced by gridding, artifacts which evolve 
from a mismatch between the sensor pixel and the orientation of pre-defined grid cells. The 
second advantage is the ability to identify satellite sensor pixel orientation in agricultural 
fields for more accurate field scale analysis. Field scale accuracy assessment of the 
footprint method and the existing gridded method was done with Green Leaf Area Index 
(LAI) data of two center pivot maize fields US-Ne1 and US-Ne2 from Mead, Nebraska. 
Green LAI data from the fields were closer to LAI estimates determined from MODIS data 
using the footprint method than estimates based on the gridded method. The Root Mean 
Square Error (RMSE), unbiased RMSE (ubRMSE), and normalized RMSE (NRMSE) of 
LAI estimates based on the footprint method for field US-Ne1 and decreased by 0.201 
m2/m2, 0.169m2/m2, and 0.046 m2/m2 respectively when compared LAI estimates based on 
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the gridded method. Similarly, in field US-Ne2, RMSE, ubRMSE, and NRMSE decreased 
by 0.301 m2/m2, 0.266m2/m2, and 0.062 m2/m2  respectively when the footprint method was 
applied. On the contrary, the results of statistical analysis of MODIS Green LAI estimates 
based on Green LAI equation of Viña et al. does not support this conclusion. Furthermore, 
the results of t-test analysis show that the improvement of MODIS LAI and Green LAI 
estimates from footprint method when compared to that of gridded method is relatively 
very small. 
Potential opportunities and benefits of utilizing remotely sensed precipitation data in 
water resources models were explored (Chapter 4). The differences in spatial patterns and 
rainfall volumes predicted using precipitation maps generated by interpolating data from 
weather stations and by using precipitation maps generated by combining radar technology 
with weather station data were analyzed. The percent difference in annual average 
precipitation volume for 16 million acres of Republican River model area was around 14%, 
and the percent difference in annual average recharge volume was around 30%. The 
difference in patterns of precipitation and recharge maps generated were found to have a 
substantial influence.  The level of influence of precipitation rate in a soil water balance 
model and groundwater model were analyzed by sensitivity analysis. The effects of 
different rates of precipitation were influenced by different soils, crops, and irrigation 
settings. The sensitivity analysis of precipitation using a soil water balance model showed 
that deep percolation and runoff components of the field soil water balance are significantly 
affected for different types of crops and soils by different rates of precipitation. Similarly, 
evapotranspiration and deep percolation components are significantly affected in the case 
of irrigated and non-irrigated crop fields. Artifacts such as the bull’s eye effect and the 
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influence of local storm events on weather station data used for interpolation are some of 
the problems associated with generating precipitation maps using the interpolation method. 
The remotely sensed gridded method on the other hand is able to capture more spatial 
variability at a regional scale.  
 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
The following recommendations for future research are suggested based on the 
experience gained from out this research: 
• In chapter 2, the method for classifying irrigated and non-irrigated fields was 
applied only in the COHYST model area. Since the methodology was developed to 
be applied in different climate regions and for different levels of water stress, this 
method should be tested in additional climate regions to evaluate its performance. 
• In chapter 3, estimated LAI values from the footprint and gridded method of re-
projecting MODIS images in 250m pixel resolution were compared with ground 
truth data. LAI values were derived from the NDVI index in MODIS images. 
NASA also provides LAI products in 1000m pixel resolution. LAI values from the 
footprint and gridded method of MODIS images in 1000m pixel resolution can be 
compared with the same ground truth data. This could help in evaluating the impact 
of spatial resolution on data quality. Furthermore, the surface energy balance model 
can be used to compare the footprint and gridded method at 1000m pixel resolution 
(thermal band) for predictions crop evapotranspiration rate and comparing with 
ground truth data.  
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• Regarding the remotely sensed precipitation data study in chapter 4, precipitation 
rate of remotely sensed data should be compared with weather station data at station 
locations using the station data as ground truth, and evaluating the differences at 
the station locations. This could lead to an opportunity of developing a method to 
correct or adjust the remotely sensed precipitation maps before applying them for 
water balance studies. 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF SATELLITE IMAGES USED IN ANALYSIS 
Table A.1: Landsat scene identification (ID), acquisition spacecraft and date, and 
path and row of images used for the project 
SCENE ID SPACECRAFT ID  DATE PATH ROW 
LE70310312010207EDC00 Landsat 7 26 July 10 31 31 
LE70310312010239EDC00 Landsat 7 27 July 10 31 31 
LE70310322010207EDC00 Landsat 7 26 July 10 31 32 
LE70310322010239EDC00 Landsat 7 27 July 10 31 32 
LT50310322010247EDC00 Landsat 5 04 Sept 10 31 32 
LE70320312010230EDC00 Landsat 7 18 Aug 10 32 31 
LT50320312010222PAC01 Landsat 5 10 Aug 10 32 31 
LE70320312010246EDC00 Landsat 7 03 Sept 10 32 31 
LE70320322010198EDC00 Landsat 7 17 July 10 32 32 
LT50320322010222PAC01 Landsat 5 10 Aug 10 32 32 
LE70320322010246EDC00 Landsat 7 03 Sept 10 32 32 
LT50290312010217EDC00 Landsat 7 05 Aug 10 29 31 
LT50290312010233EDC00 Landsat 5 21 Aug 10 29 31 
LE70290322010177EDC00 Landsat 7 26 June 10 29 32 
LT50290322010233EDC00 Landsat 5 21 Aug 10 29 32 
LT50300312010208PAC01 Landsat 5 27 July 10 30 31 
LT50300312010176EDC00 Landsat 5 25 June 10 30 31 
LT50300322010208PAC01 Landsat 5 27 July 10 30 32 
LT50300322010192EDC00 Landsat 5 11 July 10 30 32 
LC80290312015199LGN00 Landsat 8 18 July 15 29 31 
LE70290312015223EDC00 Landsat 7 11 Aug 15 29 31 
LE70290312015255EDC00 Landsat 7 12 Sept 15 29 31 
LC80290322015199LGN00 Landsat 8 18 July 15 29 32 
LC80290322015215LGN00 Landsat 8 03 Aug 15 29 32 
LE70300312015198EDC00 Landsat 7 17 July 15 30 31 
LE70300312015214EDC00 Landsat 7 02 Aug 15 30 31 
LC80300312015238LGN00 Landsat 8 26 Aug 15 30 31 
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LE70300322015198EDC00 Landsat 7 17 July 15 30 32 
LE70300322015214EDC00 Landsat 7 02 Aug 15 30 32 
LC80300322015238LGN00 Landsat 8 26 Aug 15 30 32 
LC80310312015197LGN00 Landsat 8 16 July 15 31 31 
LC80310312015245LGN00 Landsat 8 02 Sept 15 31 31 
LC80310322015197LGN00 Landsat 8 16 July 15 31 32 
LC80310322015213LGN00 Landsat 8 01 Aug 15 31 32 
LC80310322015245LGN00 Landsat 8 02 Sept 15 31 32 
LC80320312015204LGN00 Landsat 8 23 July 15 32 31 
LC80320312015236LGN00 Landsat 8 24 Aug 15 32 31 
LC80320322015204LGN00 Landsat 8 23 July 15 32 32 
LC80320322015236LGN00 Landsat 8 24 Aug 15 32 32 
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APPENDIX B: MODIS BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
MODIS refers to a type of sensor installed on the two NASA satellite platforms 
“TERRA” and “AQUA”. These satellites are designed to provide measurements of large-
scale global dynamics, including changes in Earth's cloud cover, radiation budget, and 
processes occurring in the oceans, on land, and in the lower atmosphere [1]. The TERRA 
satellite orbits over the equator in the morning, and the AQUA satellite moves in the 
opposite direction, passing over the equator in the afternoon. Together, the Terra MODIS 
and Aqua MODIS provide a complete view of the Earth every one to two days [2]. The 
MODIS satellites acquire data in 36 spectral bands.  Among these spectral bands the spatial 
resolution of the first two bands is 250m followed by a spatial resolution of 500m for the 
next five bands (band 3 to band 7). The rest of the 29 bands (band 8 to band 36) have a 
spatial resolution of 1000m. The wavelength at which MODIS bands sense and acquire 
earth related data ranges from 0.4 micrometers to 14.4 micrometers [3]. 
 
B.1 MODIS Satellite and Sensor Description 
The MODIS satellites utilize a whiskbroom system where sensors collect 
electromagnetic energy reflected or radiated from the coverage area of the earth surface. 
The path which the MODIS satellite takes while revolving around the earth is known as a 
“track”, and the direction which the sensors of the satellite scan and collect electromagnetic 
energy from the earth’s surface is known as a “scan”. The track and scan directions are 
perpendicular to each other as illustrated by Wolfe et al., 2002 [4] in Figure B.1. In a single 
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rotation of its scan mirror, MODIS captures an area on Earth about 2300 kilometers wide 
by 10 kilometers long (imagine a long, thin rectangle). An image is put together by stitching 
adjacent scans to each other [5]. 
A key to properly representing features on the ground is understanding how those 
features are measured in space and how that space is a function of the spatial resolution of 
the imaging system [6]. Spatial resolution in remote sensing is often considered only as the 
characteristic pixel resolution reported for the sensing system used, but it is in fact, far 
more complex [7]. 
 
Figure B.1: Path of satellite and sensor scanning orientation of MODIS (modified 
from Wolfe et al., 2002, fig.1) 
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B.2 Sensor Pixel Orientation 
Along the track direction of the MODIS sensor, the pixels of the different spatial 
resolutions for the spectral bands overlap, i.e. two 250 m band pixels are nested within one 
500 m and, and four 250 m band pixels are nested within one 1 km band pixel. Likewise, 
two 500 m band pixels are nested within a 1 km band pixel. Along the scan direction, 500 
m band pixels are offset by 250 m at nadir (the point directly below the satellite) relative 
to the 1 km band pixels and the 250 m band pixels are offset by 125 m and 375 m relative 
to the 500-m and 1 km band pixels, respectively [8]. Figure B.2, Figure B.3 and Figure B.4 
illustrates the orientation of the 500m band pixels relative to the 1 km band pixels, and the 
250 m band pixels relative to the 1 km band pixels along the scan direction, respectively. 
 
Figure B.2: Orientation of 500 m band pixels and 1 km band pixels in MODIS sensor 
along the scan direction 
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Figure B.3: Orientation of 500 m band pixels and 1 km band pixels in MODIS sensor 
along the scan direction 
 
 
Figure B.4: Orientation of 250m band pixels and 1 km band pixels in MODIS sensor 
along the scan direction 
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The geo-location information of MODIS images is stored in a 1000m pixel resolution 
image. To use this band information and to geo-locate pixels of 250m, 500m, and 1000m 
resolution, a “Point-Spread Function” is used to orient pixels of three different spatial 
resolutions relative to each other. The MODIS point-spread function is triangular in the 
scan direction. The centers of the integration areas of the first observation in each scan are 
aligned in a “peak-to-peak” alignment as illustrated in Figure B.5 [4]. 
 
Figure B.5: Detector along-scan triangular point spread function and the peak-to-peak 
alignment of the three MODIS spatial resolutions 
 
B.3 Triangular Point Spread Function 
During the MODIS satellite sensor operation, the constant scan speed of the mirror 
along the scan direction causes integration of the signal from the adjacent preceding and 
following neighbor pixels, with the signal being collected from the center pixel (75%) and 
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from each of its neighbors (12.5%), leading to the triangular Point Spread Function (PSF) 
[9]. The surface area contributing to a MODIS observation is always larger than the pixel 
size, even at nadir, due to the triangular PSF in the along scan direction. In the best possible 
situation, or when the grid cell coincides exactly with its nominal observation, the area 
covered by a grid cell contributes 75% of the signal to the observation assigned to it, as 
illustrated by Nishihama et al., 1997 [10] in Figure B.6. [10]. 
 
Figure B.6: Sensor triangular PSF (example at 500 m resolution) which better models 
that of MODIS, in which nominal observation area contributes 75% of the actual 
observation (Nishihama et al., 1997, Figure 2-6) 
 
The registration of 250 m, 500 m, and 1 km MODIS observations in the along-scan 
direction illustrated by Nishihama et al., 1997 [10] is shown in Figure B.7. A single 1 km 
observation covers the same area as three 500 m observations and seven 250 m 
observations. When aggregating 500 m resolution data to 1 km, two 500 m observations in 
the along-scan direction are not enough because they cover a smaller area than a 1 km 
observation [10]. 
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Figure B.7: Registration of 250 m, 500 m, and 1 km MODIS observations showing the 
PSFs of various resolutions of MODIS data observation (B. Tan et al., 2006 fig.4a) 
 
In the track direction, the point spread function is rectangular and the observations at 
the different resolutions are nested, allowing four rows of 250m observations and two rows 
of 500m observations to cover the same areas as one row of 1km observations [4]. Due to 
the nature of the triangular point spread function in the along scan direction an error in 
spatial accuracy is introduced in the sensor pixel observation value while scanning the 
earth’s surface. Further complicating the matter due to the triangular PSF is the effect of 
pixel growth at increasing view zenith angles (𝜃𝑣).  
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B.4 View Zenith Angle 
MODIS is a paddle broom (sometimes called a whiskbroom) electro-optical instrument 
that uses the forward motion of the satellite to provide the along-track direction of scan [4].  
The across-track scan angle of MODIS ranges from 0 to 55 degrees. One MODIS scan 
line is composed of 1354 observations at 1 km, 2708 at 500 m, and 5416 at 250 m [4]. The 
curvature of the earth elongates the scan line to approximately 2340 km and makes the 𝜃𝑣 
larger than the scan angle. The 𝜃𝑣 is the angle at the ground position between a ray pointing 
toward the sensor and one pointing toward the zenith [9].  At the end of a scan line, 𝜃𝑣 can 
be as large as 65 degrees [4]. The scan angle is related to the larger 𝜃𝑣 by the expression  
𝜃𝑣 = arcsin ((
R+H
R
) sin(𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒))                                                    (1) 
where R is the Earth’s radius and H is the satellite’s altitude, for a spherical Earth model 
[11]. 
In an image from a MODIS satellite, not all image pixels cover the same area of the 
earth’s surface.  Since the satellite sensor scans the earth’s surface at different angles, the 
pixels around the center of the image with less 𝜃𝑣 cover approximately the same area of 
the earth’s surface as that of a pixel. As the 𝜃𝑣 of the satellite sensor increases as it scans 
farther from the center of the image, sensor pixels start to represent more earth surface area 
than the area of a pixel at nadir, as illustrated by Peng et al., 2015 [12] in Figure B.8. The 
observation footprint grows in size with the scan angle.  
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Figure B.8: Satellite sensor pixels covering more earth surface area with increasing 
view zenith angle (𝜃𝑣) (Peng et al, 2015, Figure 4) 
 
Along-track and along-scan dimension of MODIS 1 km observation footprint (earth 
surface coverage) as a function of 𝜃𝑣 (as illustrated by Wolfe et al., 1998 [4]) is shown in 
Figure B.9.  
 
B.5 Bowtie Effect 
The increase in observation dimension with increasing 𝜃𝑣 leads to overlapping 
observations toward the edge of the scan, a behavior referred to as the bow-tie effect [11]. 
The typical coverage of three consecutive scans on the earth’s surface as illustrated by 
Wolfe et al., 1998 [4] is shown in Figure B.10. The whiskbroom configuration and the 
forward velocity of the satellite are configured such that the leading edge of one scan will  
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Figure B.9: Pixel observation dimension as a function of view zenith angle (𝜃𝑣) (Wolfe et 
al., 1998, Figure 2a) 
 
 
Figure B.10: Three consecutive MODIS scans showing the “bowtie” effect (scan 2 is 
shaded) (Wolfe, 1998, Figure 2b) 
 
start to overlap the trailing edge of the next scan (10% overlap) at scan angles greater than 
24o from nadir. This overlap increases until at the scan edge there is almost 50% overlap 
[13]. 
The wide field of view and high temporal frequency of MODIS provide nearly daily 
global coverage. However, this coverage comes at the cost of spatial resolution due to 
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known effects of pixel growth at increasing 𝜃𝑣. Further complicating the matter of variable 
viewing geometry is the application of a fixed grid for the geolocation of MODIS 
observations [11]. The increasing observation dimensions lead to two effects in MODIS 
data; the bowtie effect and the effect of an individual sensor observation grid covering 
several adjacent grid cells at high 𝜃𝑣, degrading the quality of MODIS data at high 𝜃𝑣 
[4,10,14]. 
 
B.6 MODIS Data Products 
As 𝜃𝑣 of a satellite sensor increases, sensor pixels represent more of the earth’s surface 
area. An observation at any given time and location is the integration of signal from the 
ground sample footprint based on the viewing geometry, which is assigned to a grid with 
a fixed pixel size [15]. A relationship between this irregular observation space (dotted line) 
and the fixed-pixel projected grid space (solid line) illustrated by Montano, 2015 [15] is 
shown in Figure B.11. 
 
Figure B.11: Relationship between irregular observation space and fixed-pixel projected 
grid space (Montano, 2015, Figure 1.1) 
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All MODIS data products are written in HDF-EOS, a superset of NCSA’s Hierarchical 
Data Format, which was developed to support the storage and display of data in an 
instrument swath or in global grids [16]. Earth location and related spatial information are 
generated as part of the initial processing for each granule of data. This information is 
needed to understand the location and viewing geometry for the individual elements of 
every Level 1 and 2 products [16]. The procedure for handling MODIS satellite images 
includes downloading MODIS products from the NASA FTP site in HDF format, and 
projecting image bands using tools provided by NASA. The MODIS team provides data to 
users in two formats; MODIS Swath data (Level 1 and Level 2 products) and MODIS 
gridded data (Level 2 gridded and Level 3 products). 
 
B.6.1 MODIS Swath Data 
MODIS Swath data are the satellite image snapshots in different locations at 5 minute 
intervals, as the TERRA and AQUA satellites revolve around the earth’s surface. Satellite 
data must be geometrically corrected to remove geometric distortions caused by the 
instrument viewing geometry, the curvature of the earth, surface relief, and perturbations 
in the motion of the instrument relative to the surface. The geometric correction process 
reconstructs remotely sensed data into a new image grid with known earth-based 
coordinates that may be navigated like a map. Geometric correction can be considered a 
two-stage process. First, the sensed image observations are geolocated, and then secondly, 
the geolocated observations are gridded into an output grid [4].  
It is very important to understand the process of how the ModisSwath Tool handles 
MODIS images and re-projects them for the purpose of geo-location accuracy. The pixel 
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orientation of a re-projected image is never the same as the pixel orientation of a satellite 
image, and the pixel value of a re-projected image could be different depending on the 
resampling technique (Nearest Neighbor, Cubic Convolution, Bi-Linear, etc.) assigned by 
the user. 
Swath image granule products (Swath image data) offered by NASA can be processed 
with the ModisSwath Tool developed by NASA where it transforms Level 1 and Level 2 
products from a swath format to a uniformly gridded image that is geographically 
referenced according to the user’s preference. The ModisSwath Tool accepts MODIS 
products with different band data and geo-location files (in 1000m spatial resolution) as 
inputs, conforms to the user’s setting of image re-projection, image resampling technique, 
and bounding co-ordinates for the subset of the entire image; and provides re-projected 
MODIS images for application. Figure B.12 shows a screenshot of the ModisSwath Tool 
Graphic User Interface (GUI) [17]. 
Some of the important features and options of the ModisSwath Tool that users should 
consider while re-projecting a MODIS image are: 
Spectral Subsetting: After the MODIS data are uploaded into the ModisSwath Tool GUI, 
it provides the option to either re-project only selected bands or all of the available bands. 
To exclude certain bands from processing, bands may be manually deselected. In the 
example shown in Figure B.13, 2 (LST and QC) of the 7 available bands will be processed.  
Spatial Subsetting: Unless otherwise specified, ModisSwath will project the entire input 
file. Users have the option to override this default and extract spatial subsets from any input 
swath. Spatial information is entered in the bottom third of the source panel. Users can 
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Figure B.12: ModisSwath Tool Graphic User Interface 
 
 
 
Figure B.13: Step of selecting bands for re-projection 
 
define subset corner points either in input or output space by selecting Input Lat/Long, 
Input Line/sample, or Output Projection X/Y from the Spatial Subset drop-down as shown 
in Figure B.14. 
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Figure B.14: Steps for spatial subsetting 
 
UL Corner and LR Corner co-ordinate fields can be edited to specify an area (spatial 
subset). If the Spatial Subset type is set to Input Lat/Long, corner points must be entered 
in decimal degrees. When creating a subset based on Output Projection X/Y, these 
coordinates must be specified in the same units used for the projection (i.e., decimal 
degrees for Geographic and meters for all other projections).  
Resampling Option: The MRTSwath Tool offers three resampling methods; nearest 
neighbor, bilinear, and cubic convolution as shown in Figure B.15. 
 
Figure B.15: Step for selecting resampling option 
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Nearest-Neighbor (NN) resampling is the simplest resampling method and works by 
allocating the value of the nearest observation to the grid cell. NN resampling is 
computationally simple and does not alter the values of the original sensed data. It may, 
however, introduce subpixel geometric discontinuities (up to a maximum of 
√2
2
 of an 
observation dimension) and ignore some observations completely if the resolution of 
sampling points is lower than the resolution of the original data [18-20]. Other resampling 
methods alter the radiometric values of the original sensed data. 
Output Pixel Size : The Output Pixel Size of a re-projected image can be specified to 
either down-scale or up-scale from the pixel size of the original MODIS image. If the pixel 
size is not specified, the output pixel size of the re-projected image remains the same as 
the corresponding input pixel size of the MODIS image. The input pixel size of any given 
swath is not likely to be exactly as advertised. For example, 250 m products actually 
contain 231.7 m pixels; 500 m products have 463.3 m pixels; and 1,000 m products have 
926.6 m pixels.  Figure B.16 illustrates the geometric orientation of a MODIS satellite 
sensor pixel grid and the grid orientation of the output image re-projected using the 
ModisSwath tool. 
 
B.6.2 MODIS Gridded Data 
The MODIS sensor simultaneously senses 10 rows of 1000 m detector pixels, 20 rows of 
500 m detector pixels, and 40 rows of 250 m detector pixels as the scan mirror sweeps 
across the track. Sensor output consist of progressively overlapping observations farther 
from nadir as the 𝜃𝑣 of satellite sensor increases [4]. The allocation of geolocated image 
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observations to an output image grid are termed gridding and the pixels defined by the 
output image grid are referred to as grid cells [4]. Coordinates of the grid cells are 
predefined by specifying the cell dimensions and the origin and orientation of the grid cells, 
globally. In contrast to Level 1 and 2 MODIS swath data that are stored as granules, gridded 
MODIS products are stored as tiles which are gridded and stored as fixed, non-overlapping, 
earth-located tiles [4]. Gridded MODIS products are projected onto the Sinusoidal 10-
degree grid, where the globe is divided for production and distribution purposes into 36 
tiles along the east-west axis, and 18 tiles along the north-south axis, each approximately 
1200 by 1200 km [10]. Figure B.17 shows the earth divided into different fixed tiles where 
higher levels of MODIS products are stored. 
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Figure B.16: Geometric orientation of satellite sensor grid and re-projected output 
image grid 
 
 
Figure B.17: MODIS gridded tiles covering the earth’s surface 
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There are two methods of storing remotely sensed data in gridded format; the simple 
and complex method. Grid cells are assigned a remotely sensed data value based on the 
percentage area of the observation that falls within the grid cell. In the simple method all 
of the observations that fall in a fixed grid cell are ranked based on the percentage of the 
area of observation that falls within the grid and are stored in the grid cell using the Nearest 
Neighbor sampling method [4]. The overlapping of an observation in a fixed grid cell as 
illustrated by Wolfe et al., 1998 [4] is shown in Figure B.18. 
In the complex method a final observation value for a grid cell is calculated by 
weighting all observations that overlap with the grid cell. Observations are weighted 
according to the percentage of area of the observation that falls within the grid cell [10]. 
 
Figure B.18: Overlapping of an observation in a fixed grid cell (Wolfe et al., 1998, 
Figure 5) 
 
The availability of MODIS data is reduced by the presence of clouds and atmospheric 
contamination, and a common approach to remove or reduce such problems is to composite 
image data from multiple days into a single dataset [21,22]. The compositing procedures 
are applied to a time series of image data to produce a single representative data set. 
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MODIS gridded products are composited to create 8-day, 16-day, and 32-day products. 
They either select the “best” observation of a grid cell based on some criteria or combine 
multiple observations of the same grid cell. Compositing criteria have included the 
maximum NDVI, maximum brightness temperature, maximum surface temperature, 
minimum difference in red and near-infrared reflectance, minimum scan angle, maximum. 
thermal radiance, and combinations of these [21,23-26]. The criteria are designed to ideally 
select from the time series only near-nadir observations that have reduced cloud and 
atmospheric contamination [4]. 
During the process of compositing MODIS data, spectral criteria besides minimum 𝜃𝑣 
criteria are used such as Maximum Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and 
Minimum Blue for its ability to avoid clouds and bad observations [10]. The Minimum 𝜃𝑣 
compositing is the best and keeps most of the ground information but other spectral criteria 
produce artifacts. For example, with Minimum Blue and Maximum NDVI compositing 
criteria, size of vegetated area increases and small towns in MODIS image disappear or 
shrink. Similarly, water area shrinks if the water is surrounded by dense vegetation with 
Maximum NDVI compositing criteria [10]. These artifacts of changing feature boundaries 
and eliminating small features present in MODIS composite data makes the data unsuitable 
for fine field scale analysis.  
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APPENDIX C: MODIS ESTIMATED AND GROUND TRUTH DATA  
Table C.1: LAI values for center pivot maize field US-Ne1 determined from MODIS data 
and field samples. 
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Table C.2: LAI values for center pivot maize field US-Ne2 determined from MODIS data 
and field samples. 
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Table C.3: LAI values for center pivot maize field US-Ne1 determined from MODIS 
data and field samples 
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Table C.4: LAI values for center pivot maize field US-Ne2 determined from MODIS 
data and field samples 
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APPENDIX D: FIXED GRID CELLS WITH PIXEL 
CONTAMINATION IN MODIS IMAGES DURING FIELD SCALE 
ANALYSIS 
 
The figures below show the MODIS fixed grid cells which are well within center pivot 
fields, but contaminated with pixels that lie mostly or partly outside the center pivot fields. 
Red lines represent boundaries of fixed grid cells, and black lines represent those of 
footprint pixels. Red dots show the fixed grid cells that lie well within the fields, and red 
dots with yellow circles identify the fixed grid cells that are contaminated. 
 
Figure D.1: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 in 
left and US-Ne2 in right) from 05/05/12 
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Figure D.2: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 in 
left and US-Ne2 in right) from 05/10/12 
 
Figure D.3: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 in 
left and US-Ne2 in right) from 05/14/12 
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Figure D.4: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 in 
left and US-Ne2 in right) from 05/16/12 
 
Figure D.5: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 in 
left and US-Ne2 in right) from 05/21/12 
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Figure D.6: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 in 
left and US-Ne2 in right) from 06/02/12 
 
Figure D.7: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 in 
left and US-Ne2 in right) from 06/04/12 
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Figure D.8: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 in 
left and US-Ne2 in right) from 06/11/12 
 
Figure D.9: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 in 
left and US-Ne2 in right) from 06/18/12 
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Figure D.10: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 06/22/12 
 
Figure D.11: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 06/24/12 
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Figure D.12: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 06/27/12 
 
Figure D.13: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/03/12 
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Figure D.14: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/04/12 
 
Figure D.15: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/06/12 
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Figure D.16: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/10/12 
 
Figure D.17: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/13/12 
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Figure D.18: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/17/12 
 
Figure D.19: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/19/12 
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Figure D.20: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/20/12 
 
Figure D.21: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/22/12 
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Figure D.22: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/24/12 
 
Figure D.23: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/26/12 
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Figure D.24: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 07/29/12 
 
Figure D.25: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 08/02/12 
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Figure D.26: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 08/04/12 
 
Figure D.27: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 08/05/12 
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Figure D.28: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 08/09/12 
 
Figure D.29: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 08/20/12 
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Figure D.30: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 08/21/12 
 
Figure D.31: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 08/27/12 
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Figure D.32: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 08/30/12 
 
Figure D.33: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 09/05/12 
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Figure D.34: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 09/06/12 
 
Figure D.35: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 09/08/12 
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Figure D.36: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 09/10/12 
 
Figure D.37: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 09/15/12 
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Figure D.38: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 09/22/12 
 
Figure D.39: Grid cells with contaminated pixels for MODIS image (fields US-Ne1 
in left and US-Ne2 in right) from 10/21/12 
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APPENDIX E: PYTHON SCRIPT (V 2.7) FOR REPROJECTING 
MODIS IMAGES WITH THE FOOTPRINT METHOD 
 
 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 
Created on Mon Nov  3 11:44:02 2014 
      """ 
 
import os 
import glob 
from subprocess import call 
 
def parse_hdf(gdal_dir, folder): 
    """ 
    This is the script for reprojecting and converting modis hdf files. 
     
    It will convert hdf files to 1km resolutioned Albers Equal Area projection 
    tiff files. If you want to convert it to a different projection "command" 
    should be changed. -t_srs is the target projection. Parameters can be  
    accessed from the website "www.spatialreference.org" 
    """     
     
    ## Assign the downloaded modis products to the variables. 
    mod11 = glob.glob(os.path.join(folder, "MOD02QKM*"))     
    mask = glob.glob(os.path.join(folder, "*.shp"))[0] 
    
    ## Assigning the different subdatasets to the variables. 
    products = ['HDF4_EOS:EOS_SWATH:"%s"\ 
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:MODIS_SWATH_Type_L1B:EV_250_RefSB' %(mod11[0])] 
     
    ## Output names are here 
    names = [os.path.splitext(mod11[0])[0] + "_EV_250_RefSB"] 
     
    ## Loop through the products          
    for i in range(len(products)): 
        ## A special case here. Set no data value to -99 only for View_angle 
        ## product. Otherwise it will be null 
     
        if "View_angle" in names[i]: 
            no_data = "-srcnodata -99" 
        else: 
            no_data = "" 
             
    ## Grab the files and parse from the current directory 
        command = '%s -of GTIFF --config GDAL_DATA 
"C:\OSGeo4W64\share\gdal" -crop_to_cutline -cutline %s -tr 10 10 -tps -s_srs 
"EPSG:4326" \ 
-t_srs "+proj=utm +zone=14 +a=6378137 +b=6378135.99663591 
+datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs" \ 
-r near %s %s %s.tif' %(gdal_dir, mask, no_data, products[i], names[i])                  
    ## Call the command from terminal 
    print command         
        #call(command, shell = True) 
 
## Call the function if it is standalone. 
if __name__ == '__main__': 
     
    ## Very important ## 
    ## Change this directory to where your gdal api executables live 
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    ## For macs it is usually  
    ##    /Library/Frameworks/GDAL.framework/Versions/x.x/Programs 
    ## For Windows it is usually 
    ##    C:\Python27\Lib\site-packages\osgeo 
    gdal_api_dir = "C:\\OSGeo4W64\\bin" 
    gdalwarp = os.path.join(gdal_api_dir, "gdalwarp.exe") 
 
    ## Get the current directory (where script lives) 
    current_dir = os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)) 
    parse_hdf(gdalwarp, current_dir) 
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APPENDIX F: RESULTS OF FULL RANGE SENSITIVITY OF THE 
SOIL WATER BALANCE MODEL TO PRECIPITATION DATA 
 
Figure F.1: Annual baseline precipitation rate and multiplier rates from 1950 to 
2013 for the Gothenburg weather station data 
 
 
Figure F.2: Average annual precipitation of baseline run and runs with multipliers 
applied 
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Figure F.3: Response of DP to a range of precipitation multipliers for irrigated and non-
irrigated maize 
 
 
Figure F.4: Response of ET to precipitation multipliers for irrigated and non-irrigated 
maize 
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Figure F.5: Response of DP to precipitation multipliers for different crop types 
 
 
Figure F.6: Responses of RO to precipitation multipliers for different crop types 
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Figure F.7: Response of NIR to precipitation multipliers for different crop types 
 
 
Figure F.8: Response of DP to changes in precipitation multipliers for soil types 
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Figure F.9: Responses of RO to variations in the Precipitation multipliers for different 
soil types 
 
Figure F.10: Response of DP to varying multipliers of precipitation for soils with 
different Water Holding Capacity 
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Table F.1: Response of hydrologic components in flux rates to variable precipitation 
multipliers 
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Table F.2: Response of hydrologic components in percent change of flux rates to 
variable precipitation multipliers 
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APPENDIX G: RESULTS OF FULL RANGE SENSITIVITY OF 
BASEFLOW OF RIVER SYSTEM TO PRECIPITATION DATA 
 
 
Figure G.1: Baseflow comparison at the North Platte gaging station. (a) monthly 
baseflow and (b) cumulative annual baseflow 
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Figure G.2: Baseflow comparison at the Brady gaging station (a) monthly baseflow and 
(b) cumulative annual baseflow 
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Figure G.3: Baseflow Comparison at the Cozad Gaging Station (a) monthly baseflow 
and (b) cumulative annual baseflow 
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Figure G.4: Baseflow comparison at the Overton gaging station (a) monthly baseflow 
and (b) cumulative annual baseflow 
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Figure G.5: Baseflow comparison at the Odessa gaging station (a) monthly baseflow and 
(b) cumulative annual baseflow 
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Figure G.6: Baseflow Comparison at the Grand Island Gaging Station (a) monthly 
baseflow and (b) cumulative annual baseflow 
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Figure G.7: Baseflow comparison at the Duncan gaging station (a) monthly baseflow 
and (b) cumulative annual baseflow 
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In upstream gages, increases in precipitation rate have more influence on baseflow 
discharge than decreases in precipitation rates. At downstream gages the influences of 
increasing and decreasing precipitation rates are more comparable. The nature of the 
baseflow system at different locations of a river system can also be changed from a gaining 
to a losing system based on different rates of precipitation. 
 
Table G.1: Response of model baseflow in annual average volume to variable 
precipitation multipliers at different gage locations 
 
 
 
Table G.2: Response of model baseflow in percent change to variable precipitation 
multipliers at different gage locations 
 
 
 
